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Abstract

Multi-task Policy Learning with Minimal Human Supervision

by

Parsa Mahmoudieh

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Trevor Darrell, Chair

Multi-task policies enable a user to adjust their desired objective or task parameters without
having to train a new policy for every new desired task. In order to train multi-task policies
that can generalize to unseen tasks it is common to train them on a large repository of tasks.
Tasks are commonly learned with demonstrations or reward functions. However, collecting
human demonstrations or instrumenting reward functions for each new task is expensive and
limits scaling of multi-task policies. How tasks are specified to multi-task policies is also an
important dimension that can result in expensive labor during task communication. In this
thesis we explore ways to learn and specify new tasks with minimal human supervision to
enable more scalable multi-task policies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Advances in deep learning have made significant impact in many domains including computer
vision (i.e image classification [57, 42], detection [37, 43], and segmentation [66, 43]), natural
language processing (i.e machine translation [114, 10], document sentiment analysis [124]),
and controls (human level performance on Atari [73], superhuman performance on boardgame
Go [110], datacenter cooling [64], stratospheric balloon control [14]). In all of these domains,
supervision in the form of labelled data or rewarded experience is a critical part in training
the deep models for their target tasks. In controls, we learn policies, which are models that
take in observed state as input and output actions that lead to completing a desired task in
some time horizon. Two of the most common approaches for learning tasks in controls is
imitation learning and reinforcement learning.

In imitation learning the policy is optimized to imitate actions taken by an expert via
supervised learning where expert actions are the supervised output and the observed state in
which those actions were taken are the policy input. Collecting such data from an expert can
be very expensive due to instrumentation engineering needed for recording expert actions and
large number of expert human labor hours executing the target tasks needed for collecting a
sufficiently diverse dataset (example shown in figure 1.1).

In reinforcement learning the policy is optimized for a target task via a reward function
that provides a reward for every action taken in a observed state. The reward function is
designed to provide higher reward for state, action pairs that lead to progressing towards
completing the task and lower reward for state, action pairs that don’t. Reward functions
are not necessarily linear towards progress of the target task and can be designed in many
different ways, but they are usually positively correlated towards task completion. Using
this reward function, a policy is optimized to maximize expectation of discounted sum of
returns which means it is optimized to maximize sum of rewards in an episode of experience
in expectation.

One of the limitations of reinforcement learning however is that reward signals are often
expensive to provide. One common method for providing reward is using a human scorer
which results in expensive human labor. And another common method for providing reward
is to instrument the environment to access direct state to be able to compute some measure
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Figure 1.1: On the left image we can observe labor required for collecting expert demonstrations in
[122]. On the right image we can observe labor required for instrumenting environment for providing
reward signal in [19]. The top cyan circle encircles one of the motion capture cameras and the two
bottom cyan circles encircle the gray spheres on the goal post and puck that are tracked by the
cameras to compute reward based on the distance between the puck and goal post positions. (Please
note that the left image is obtained from a video snapshot of [122] and the right image is obtained
from figure 1 in [19] and modified with the cyan circles to highlight instrumentation.)

of progress towards the target task. In figure 1.1, you can see an example where the authors
instrument their environment with a motion capture system to access accurate puck and goal
positions to compute reward partially based on distance between the two to learn the task of
striking the puck into the goal post [19].

In controls, multi-task policies are particularly useful since the user can specify different
objectives and task parameters without needing to learn a separate policy per desired task.
To learn multi-task policies that can generalize to unseen inputs (unseen observed states
and or unseen task parameters), it is important to train them on a large repository of tasks.
However, as discussed earlier, collecting expert demonstration or providing reward signals for
learning tasks are both usually expensive and limit training on a large repository of tasks.
In this thesis we will explore ways we can leverage cheaper sources of signal to enable more
scalable multi-task policies.

Another important dimension in multi-task policies is labor required in task specification.
For communicating a new task to a multi-task policy we can specify the task with:
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Decreasing Human Labor Needed

An orange block stacked on top of a green block

B A D…

Few Demonstrations

One Demonstration

Goal Image

Primitive Recipe

Natural Language

Figure 1.2: Illustration of different ways to specify tasks with decreasing human labor needed for
communication from top to bottom.

1. Few demonstrations of the new task
2. One demonstration of the new task
3. Goal image(s) of the new task
4. Primitive recipe of the new task (Do B, then A, . . . )
5. Natural language description of the new task

This list is in order of decreasing human labor needed for communicating a target task.
Demonstrations need recording instrumentation and human labor hours to collect. One
demonstration needs strictly fewer human labor hours. A goal image only needs the target
task configuration of the environment to be setup from which to capture the goal image. A
primitive recipe only needs careful consideration of which primitives and in what order to
construct recipe of the target task. Natural language can just be a free form description of
the target task. This is not an exhaustive list for task specification but it covers some of the
most common ways to communicate different tasks to a multi-task policy. We explore task
specification in the 3 cheapest forms of this list in this work.

Outline

In this thesis we explore ways to learn and specify new tasks with minimal human supervision
to enable more scalable multi-task policies by leveraging cheaper sources of signal both for
supervision and specification. We begin in Chapter 2 discussing how demonstrations of old
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tasks can be leveraged for learning new tasks to minimize need for humans collecting new
demonstrations for new tasks. This chapter explores task specification in the primitive recipe
domain. In Chapter 3 we discuss how self-supervised exploration data can be leveraged for
learning multi-task policies that use goal images for task specification. In Chapter 4 we
discuss how large vision-language models could be leveraged to ground reward models in
natural language to remove the need of a human scorer or environment instrumentation for
reward computation. We explore natural language conditioned multi-task policies in this
chapter. We conclude in Chapter 5 with a discussion of the implications of these works.

Summary of Publications

This thesis incorporates the following publications:

Material in Chapter 2 is published as:

[68] Parsa Mahmoudieh, Trevor Darrell, Deepak Pathak. “Weakly-Supervised
Trajectory Segmentation for Learning Reusable Skills.” ICLRW, 2020.

Material in Chapter 3 is published as:

[88] Deepak Pathak*, Parsa Mahmoudieh*, Guanghao Luo*, Pulkit Agrawal*, Dian
Chen, Fred Shentu, Evan Shelhamer, Jitendra Malik, Alexei A. Efros, Trevor Darrell.
“Zero-Shot Visual Imitation.” ICLR, 2018.

Material in Chapter 4 is published as:

[69] Parsa Mahmoudieh, Deepak Pathak, Trevor Darrell. “Zero-Shot Reward Specifica-
tion via Grounded Natural Language.” ICML, 2022.
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Chapter 2

Leveraging Demonstrations of Old
Tasks for New Tasks

2.1 Introduction

Humans have an uncanny ability to generalize from one task to another using either few, or
at times, no new examples. This wouldn’t be possible if they were to learn each new task
from scratch. Humans rather extract reusable skills from already learned tasks and compose
them to generalize to new tasks seamlessly. However, learning such repeatable skills has been
a long standing challenge in sensorimotor control, partly because it is hard to define what
constitutes a useful skill in itself.

One way to layout the scope of a skill is either by designing a corresponding reward
function, or collecting expert demonstrations. For instance, consider a skill of reaching for
an object. One can easily learn a policy for this skill by either using reinforcement learning
with l2 distance as reward [115], or by imitation learning from kinesthetic demonstrations [8,
50]. However, neither of these approaches provide a natural form of supervision because the
way this skill is performed in isolation can be drastically different from the way it could be
used as part of some end task. For instance, reaching for a cup for pushing is very different
from the way one would reach for a cup to pick it up for pouring. Therefore, defining a skill
directly in a supervised manner could easily lead to biased set of examples.

A promising alternative is to learn skills that are already embedded in some useful end
tasks. Previous works have explored this in the context of an agent’s own exploration [29,
78, 88], where, the agent learns goal conditioned skill policies using data collected during its
exploration phase. These skills are then used to plan for novel tasks at inference. However,
exploration in itself is an open research problem, and hence, such approaches have difficulty
in scaling to complex skills.

In this work, we follow an alternative paradigm where we extract skills from a collection
of human demonstrations gathered to perform different end tasks. A straightforward way to
extract reusable skills would be to get an expert to label each time-step of demonstrations
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Figure 2.1: We propose a weakly-supervised approach for segmenting demonstrations into skill
primitives, aka, sub-tasks. Our approach is end-to-end trainable, works directly from raw sensory
data (e.g., images) and only requires the knowledge of class of primitive sub-tasks performed during
the demonstration to accomplish the end task, without any need of segmentation or ordering
of primitives. The key idea is to make per-time step prediction corresponding to each sub-task
and accumulate them to generate a trajectory-level predictions which are then trained to match
trajectory-level tags. Our segmentation model consists of an encoder followed by a recurrent LSTM
model to capture time-series dependency. We use log-sum-exp to perform smooth accumulation of
time-step predictions into trajectory-level predictions.

with the corresponding skill label. However, this per-step segmentation supervision is tedious
for the expert and too expensive to scale. Moreover, such a labeling would be biased towards
what expert thinks is the right segmentation than towards a segmentation which helps learn
the skills better. This leads to the question: is it possible to use the expert knowledge to
only know the types of skills present in demonstration and figure out the segmentation from
the data itself?

Inspired by the classic work in multiple instance learning (MIL) [6], we propose a weakly-
supervised approach for segmentation of human demonstration trajectories into primitive
repeatable skills. Our approach assumes the access to only trajectory-level labels, i.e.,
what primitive skills, aka sub-tasks, are present in the demonstration. The key insight
is to learn a primitive skills classifier model conditioned on the input sensory data (e.g.
demonstration images), and incorporate a per-time step reasoning structure in this classifier.
An overview of our approach is shown in Figure 2.1. Our model generates per time-step
primitive skill label prediction estimates which are then accumulated via differentiable function
to generate trajectory-level predictions. In contrast to classic MIL, where only the most
confident prediction across time-steps is trained, our full model is trained end-to-end using
trajectory-level multi-class loss directly from raw sensory images.

However, we are training with only trajectory-level supervision, then why should our per-
step predictions of segmentation model converge to meaningful skill primitives? Data comes
to rescue! Since our model trains across a variety of demonstrations, and hence, it would
have seen plenty of demonstration trajectories that contain a certain skill primitive (positives)
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and plenty that do not (negatives). The classification loss would force the segmentation
model to focus on discriminative cues that are common across all positives, and absent from
negatives. These discriminative cues corresponding to each skill would encourage the per
time-step predictions to gradually correspond to the correct ground truth time-step labels.

We evaluate our approach in four different environments: (a) As proof of concept, we
start with a simple 2D navigation task in grid-world setup where the demonstrations are
programatically generated. (b) We then discuss result in robotics setup with continuous
control actions, in particular, Jaco robotic arm performing button pushing demonstrations
in a touch pad with procedurally generated demonstrations. (c) We test our approach in
a robotic setup with actual human demonstrations collected on the RoboSuite benchmark.
(d) Finally, we evaluate on a real robot dataset with actual human demonstrations collected
kinesthetically. Across all these environments, our approach outperforms the other variants
of MIL and achieves decent segmentation accuracy. We then show zero-shot generalization to
tasks containing novel permutations of skills in Jaco environment.

2.2 Weakly-Supervised Trajectory Segmentation for

Learning Reusable Skills

Given a collection of human demonstration trajectories, our goal is to learn a labeling for
skill primitives at each time-step of the sequence, i.e., per time-step skill segmentation. Let
X be a human demonstration trajectory denoted by X = {x1, x2, x3 . . . xT}, where T is the
length of the demonstration and xt denotes a tuple of observation (which is raw sensory
image in our case) at time t and action taken from it. Note that the action data is optional
for the purpose of skill segmentation, but can be useful post segmentation for learning skill
policies via imitation. Let Y = {y1, y2, y3 . . . yT} be the latent ground truth labeling of skill
primitives in the sequence. Each label yt belongs to one of the k labels from a set of all skill
classes C = {1, . . . , k}, i.e., yt ∈ C. These per time-step labels are not only tedious for expert
to annotate, but also difficult to scale. In this work, we do not assume access to yt during
training, and learn the per time-step segmentation in a weakly-supervised fashion by only
using trajectory-level 1-bit label during training, i.e., whether a skill class is present in the
trajectory or not. After training, our model is able to directly segment demonstrations at
inference, without requiring any labels of any kind. An overview of our method is shown in
Figure 2.1.

The marginal probability of a skill primitive at each time-step of demonstration can
be written as P (yt|θ, {xt, xt−1 . . . , x1}) where θ is the parameter vector of the segmentation
model represented by a neural network in our case. If we had access to the true sequence
labels Y , the network parameters θ can be easily learned via maximum log-likelihood by
representing the probability as follows:

P (yt|θ, {xt, xt−1 . . . , x1}) = 1
Zt

exp
(
f(yt; θ, {xt, xt−1 . . . , x1})

)
(2.1)
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where Zt is the partition function at t, defined as Zt =
∑

k∈C exp
(
ft(k; θ, {xt, xt−1 . . . , x1})

)
.

The output of the function ft corresponds to the logit score value generated by the neural
network. In order to model temporal dependency on across observation time-steps xt, we
represent f(.) via a recurrent neural network, in particular, LSTM [47].

Weakly-Supervised Trajectory Segmentation

We are given a dataset of demonstration trajectories during training, D = {X1, . . . , Xn},
where n is total number of demonstrations available for training. Each demonstration
trajectory is weakly labelled with what skill primitives are contained within the trajectory.
Neither do we have access to which time-step densely correspond to which skill primitive, nor
to the permutation in which the skills are executed in. Instead, we are only given a set of
skill primitive labels CX ∈ C present in the demonstration trajectory X.

Although our supervision is only at trajectory-level, we do not directly predict output
labeling CX from input demonstration X. Instead, we instill the structure of per-step
prediction in our weakly supervised segmentation model by first computing the per-step
classification score f(yt; θ, {xt, xt−1 . . . , x1}) and then accumulate it across all time-steps to
compute the probability of a class in the whole trajectory. This weakly-supervised setup
is captured by classical paradigm of multiple instance learning (MIL) [6]. At inference, we
use this per time-step score to compute the probability of skill primitives at each time t
as described in Equation (2.1). There are multiple ways one could accumulate these per
time-step scores discussed as follows.

Accumulation of Time-step Predictions

Intuitively, we would like an estimator that could generate an aggregated score for the class
depending on how much each time-step votes for that class. We would ideally like the highest
score value across time-steps to contribute most to the decision whether a class label ŶX is
present in the trajectory X or not. One simple way to achieve that is to employ element-wise
max operator, which is also the de facto approach in MIL to accumulate element-level scores.
However, this would amount to passing gradients only to the most confident time-step and
will completely eradicate the role of other time-steps. This is especially problematic in case
of sequential trajectories because no skill primitive will be of only 1 time-step long. Hence,
instead of max, we use a soft approximation to it which can take into account the contribution
of all time-steps. In particular, we use log-sum-exp operator. Given the the logit score
f(yt; θ, {xt, xt−1 . . . , x1}) at each time-step, the trajectory-level logit score g for class c ∈ C is
computed as follows:

g(c; θ,X) = log
(∑T

t=1 exp
(
f(yt = c; θ, {xt, xt−1 . . . , x1})

))
(2.2)

We perform this operation for all c ∈ C and use softmax over g(c; θ,X) to compute trajectory-
level probability distribution Q(c|X, θ). Finally, the parameters θ are optimized to maximize
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Q(c|X, θ) for each class c with respect to the ground truth trajectory level tags CX . Note that
this optimization is fully differentiable through Equation 2.2, and hence can be optimized via
stochastic gradient descent in the end-to-end fashion. [91] has also showed the effectiveness of
a temperature-based variant of log-sum-exp operation for semantic segmentation in images.

However, these per-step scores f would be almost uniformly random in the beginning
of the training process due to the absence of per-step supervision. Since we are training
with only trajectory-level supervision, why should these per-step predictions should ever
converge to meaningful skill segmentation? It turns out to be the case because we are learning
across large variety of demonstration examples. Hence, for each skill primitive we would
have seen plenty of positive as well as negative trajectories. The loss suppresses the negative
classes and encourages the positive ones, hence our segmentation model would be forced to
focus on discriminative cues that are exclusively common among the trajectories containing
the skill primitives and not common to the cues that help distinguish other skills. Since
our trajectory-level segmentation is based on a deterministic transformation of per-step
predictions, each per-step score will then be forced to focus on those discriminative cues. The
discriminative nature encourages the per time-step predictions to slowly drift towards the
true latent ground truth segmentation which are not available directly.

2.3 Problem Setup Details

Training and Evaluation Details

Our segmentation model consists of a convolutional neural network encoder of each image of
a trajectory and a one layer fully connected encoder of the action to a 32 dimensional feature
that is concatenated to the image feature before being fed into an LSTM with 100 hidden
units.

We train with a batch size of 64 for the Dial, RoboSuite, and MIME environments and
a batch size of 128 for the Grid-world environment. All models were trained with Adam
with learning rate of 1e-4. For training, we use 50000, 2000, 1000, and 1600 trajectories
for 2D Navigation, Dial, RoboSuite, and MIME Environments respectively. We evaluate
our method on the training set, a validation set that consists of the same number of skill
primitives (sub-tasks) per trajectory as in training, and a test set that consists of more skill
primitives per trajectory than seen in training. The segmentation quality is measured by
classification accuracy of the learned model averaged across all time-step. The time-step
ground truth is only used for evaluation and not for training.

Baselines

We compare our approach to different formulations of weakly-supervised classification proposed
earlier. None of these methods have been applied to a temporal trajectory segmentation
before. In our work, we adapt them for sub-task segmentation. In particular, we compare to:
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(a) 2D Navigation (b) Dial Env (c) RoboSuite Env (d) MIME Env

Figure 2.2: We evaluate across four environments with different properties: (a) Discrete 2D Navi-
gation as proof of concept. (b) Dial continuous control: Jaco robotic arm based manipulation with
procedurally generated demonstrations. (c) RoboSuite environment: Sawyer robot in simulation with
human-collected demonstrations. (d) MIME environment: Baxter robot in real world with human
demonstrations. Result videos at https://sites.google.com/view/trajectory-segmentation/.

(a) MIL [6]: In this baseline, we train the deep segmentation model using Classic MIL
formulation as proposed by [6]. We penalize the most confident time-step in the output
corresponding to each sub-class to correctly predict the trajectory-level classes.
(b) FCN-MIL [87]: This approach is an adaptation of MIL for deep-networks. The MIL
objective is treated as the loss function for training the segmentation network, but instead of
training the most confident output, we train a neighborhood of k-elements near the most
confident time-step, where k is a hyper-parameter chosen on the validation set. We found
k=3, i.e., one extra time-step on each side of argmax, to work the best across all datasets.
(c) CCNN [84]: This is an alternative approach to tackle the weakly-supervised setup. Instead
of training the most confident output, a pseudo ground-truth per time-step truth is generated
in a way that ensures that it is the closest pseudo ground-truth possible which contains only
the classes as specified by the trajectory-level tags. One could additionally put threshold
constraints on the lower-bound of time-steps devoted to the present classes in the pseudo
ground truth. The segmentation is then pushed to this per time-step pseudo labels, and
a new pseudo ground-truth is generated after each iteration. This approach provides per
time-step supervision using only trajectory level-tags. The CCNN approach was originally
applied for per-pixel segmentation of images in computer vision literature [84], and we adapt
it for temporal trajectories.
(d) Random: For sanity check, we randomly pick a sub-task class at every time-step with
uniform probability.
(e) Random-Cls: This is a random baseline with privileged class information even at test
time. In this case, we only sample random uniformly from the set of classes that are already
present in the trajectory. This is not a fair comparison but provides an estimate for the
difficulty of the problem.
Note that we use the same network architecture and training details across all baseline
implementations. However, we tune each baseline separately in a thorough manner on
validation sets. This is crucial to ensure an “apples-to-apples” comparison.

https://sites.google.com/view/trajectory-segmentation/
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2.4 Experiments

We evaluate our approach and other baselines on four different datasets with very diverse
characteristics. The 2D Grid-world environment has a discrete action space, while the Dial,
RoboSuite, and MIME environments have a continuous action space. The Grid-world and
Dial environments have demonstrations collected procedurally by hand-designed controllers,
while the RoboSuite and MIME environments have demonstrations collected by humans.
Human demonstration in RoboSuite are collected via teleoperation and kinesthetically in
MIME. Grid world, Dial and Robosuite are in simulation while MIME is from real robot. A
snapshot of these environments is shown in Figure 2.2.

Proof of Concept: 2D Navigation in Discrete Toy Grid-world

Method Train Val Test

Random 20.00 20.00 20.00
Random-Cls 36.00 36.00 20.00

CCNN 65.27 64.63 60.24
FCN-MIL 91.28 91.88 91.58
MIL 90.78 91.08 91.08

Ours 100.00 100.00 100.00

Table 2.1: This environment serves as
only a proof of concept. Since the envi-
ronment is a simple 2D grid with skill
primitive indicator cell at the bottom,
an efficient approach should be able
to achieve almost full accuracy. Our
method is able to perfectly segment the
data into ground truths, while other
baselines can not despite easily separa-
ble skills.

In the grid-world environment, the action space con-
sists of moving up, moving down, moving left, moving
right, and picking up object it is hovering over. There
are 5 different types of objects uniquely identified by
their color and an end task would consist of picking
up some subset of all the objects in a particular order.
The primitives are defined as picking up a specific type
of object. We train our segmentation model on tra-
jectories with 2-4 skill primitives and test with 5 skill
trajectories. Each instantiation of the environment
has a different starting position of the agent, different
starting position of the objects, and different set of
objects needed to be grabbed. The image inputs used
are 33 by 30 resolution color images, and the max
trajectory lengths are 50. This environment serves as
toy scenario for proof of concept. At the bottom-left of
the image, there is an indicator which suggests which
skill is being executed. Hence, an efficient approach
should achieve 100% accuracy, as is the case with our
method as shown in Table 2.1.

Dial control environment: Jaco robotic arm based manipulation

In the Dial environment, proposed in [108], there is a torque-controlled JACO 6 DoF arm
and a dial pad that the arm can interact with which is simulated in MuJoCo. There are
naturally 10 different types of primitives available in this environment corresponding to
pressing numbers zero through nine. We train our segmentation model on trajectories with
two to four sub-tasks and test with five sub-task trajectories. Each instantiation of the
environment has a different sequence of numbers it expects to be dialed in the correct order.
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(a) Dial Env: Jaco arm (b) RoboSuite Env: Sawyer arm
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(c) MIME Env: Baxter arm

Figure 2.3: Figure shows qualitative visualization of the skills (sub-sampled) discovered by our
approach on held-out test set. (a) Dial Env: learned primitives using Jaco arm manipulation are
shown. Skill # N corresponds to the arm dialing number N on touch pad. (b) RoboSuite Env:
Three predicted primitives are shown where the primitives are to pick and place an object into
corresponding bin (top to bottom: cereal, milk, box) (c) MIME Env: Four discovered primitives are
shown starting from top left clockwise: reach to object, wipe, stir inside object, and pour out object.

The image inputs used are 112 by 112 resolution gray-scale images, and the max trajectory
lengths are 100.

Our method performs similar to FCN-MIL on the train/val, and better on test. It signifi-
cantly outperforms the other baselines (Table 2.2). However, we show that our segmentation
are more useful for zero-shot execution performance as explained in Section 2.4. Learning
perfect segmentation in the Dial environment is very challenging because there is little signal
in most of the trajectory for each skill to signify exactly which digit will be pressed until the
arm reaches proximity of the digit.

RoboSuite environment: Sawyer robotic arm based object pick and
place

The RoboSuite environment [70] has a Sawyer 7 DoF arm and four different objects (bread,
can, cereal, and milk) that the arm can interact with simulated with MuJoCo physics engine.
There are four different types of primitives available in this environment corresponding to
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pick and place of bread, can, cereal, and milk to correct corresponding bin. We train for
trajectories with two to three skill primitives and test on trajectories with four skill primitives.
Each instantiation of the environment has a different sequence and set of objects that need
to be picked up and placed into their corresponding bins. The image inputs used are 128 by
128 resolution color images and the max trajectory lengths are 100.

Method
Dial Jaco Manipualtion RoboSuite Manipulation

Train Val Test Train Val Test

Random 10.00 10.0 10.0 25.00 25.00 25.00
Random-Cls 36.00 36.00 20.00 33.00 33.00 25.00

CCNN 9.05 9.58 10.70 31.92 22.24 21.80
FCN-MIL 64.42 59.64 57.81 29.79 23.76 22.21
MIL 19.02 15.89 14.00 35.95 28.81 28.69

Ours 61.57 59.52 59.93 44.96 37.67 33.88

Table 2.2: We show the segmentation performance across
different methods on train, validation, and test datasets for
Dial Jaco and RoboSuite Object Manipulation. (a)
Dial Jaco: we train our segmentation model on trajectories
with three to four subtasks and test with five subtask tra-
jectories. Our approach beats all baselines by significant
margin except for FCN-MIL which performs similar to ours
on training and validation, but is outperformed on the test
set. (b) Robosuite: we train our segmentation model on
trajectories with three subtasks and test with four subtask
trajectories. Our approach outperforms all baselines by sig-
nificant margin.

Our method significantly out-
performs all baselines in full tra-
jectory segmentation by a signifi-
cant margin. Only MIL performs
above random present class on val-
idation and test datasets. Learning
perfect segmentation in the Robo-
Suite environment is also very chal-
lenging because there is very little
signal in most of the trajectories
of each subtask to signify exactly
which object will be picked up un-
til near the end of the primitive
where the object has been picked
up. The “pick object” portion of
human demonstrations is usually
much longer than the “place object”
part because with the tele-operation
setup the human stumbles a little
bit until fully gripping the object.
After the object is in the gripper,
placing object in bin is a quick reach
to the correct bin for the object.

MIME environment: Baxter Robotic Arm Based Manipulation

MIME is a robotic-demonstration dataset that contains 8260 human-robot video demonstra-
tions of 20 different robotic tasks [107]. We defined the following primitives for a subset of
this dataset: reach for object, pour out object, stir inside object, stack objects, place object
in box, wipe with rag (6 primitives). All videos have two primitives where one is to reach
for object and the other is the action to do with or on the object. There is a held out test
dataset for each robotic task which we use for evaluation. The image inputs used are 120 by
320 resolution grayscale images and the max trajectory lengths are 100. Our method beats
all other baselines in full trajectory segmentation by at least 1.8x on the test set (Table 2.4).
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Method Seg Acc. without Reject Seg Acc with Reject Zeroshot Success Rate

CCNN 9.58 28.08 -
FCN-MIL 59.64 68.58 38.8
MIL 15.89 50 39.6

Ours 59.52 79.01 50.4

Table 2.3: Quantitative Zero-Shot results on Dial Jaco Ma-
nipulation: This table shows the comparison of performance across
different methods. The first two columns reports the segmentation
accuracy on validation set without and with minimum of 5 time-
step segment rejection. The last column shows the zero-shot subtask
success rate on 5 subtask tasks. The CCNN baseline collapsed to
predicting only one class making it unusable for zero-shot results. Our
method has significantly better post 5 time-step segment rejection
segmentation accuracy and zero-shot subtask performance.

Method Test Accuracy

CCNN 11.17
FCN-MIL 19.10
MIL 24.37

Ours 44.22

Table 2.4: Quantitative
results on MIME dataset.
We test our segmentation
model on held out test
trajectories not seen dur-
ing training.

Zero-Shot results: Jaco Manipulation

We use our segmentation model to create sub-datasets for each of our primitives to train a
behavior cloned skill policy for each. We then test our skill policies on performing higher
sequence length tasks not seen in training data. During the creation of the sub-datasets, we
rejected all segments smaller than 5 consecutive timesteps of the same labelled primitive.
We applied gaussian smoothing on the segmentation prior to extraction to filter out noisy
predictions. The gaussian smoothing had a very minor effect on the segmentation accuracy
of the total original dataset. The smoothing helped connect smaller segments into larger
contiguous segments which made a critical difference on what segments were rejected since
we rejected segments smaller than 5 consecutive timesteps for our behavior cloning dataset
aggregation of each skill. With smoothing fewer correctly labelled segments were rejected
which led to higher segmentation accuracy behavior cloning data as shown in first two columns
of table 4.

We demonstrate the zero-shot capability of our model and baselines on the Dial control
environment in Table 2.3. Our model performs at least 1.25x better than all baselines. We
also show that although FCN-MIL had the same segmentation accuracy as our method,
after rejecting smaller than 5 timestep segments our method has a significantly higher post
rejection segmentation accuracy. We speculate this is due to our model committing less to a
wrong prediction than the baselines. Therefore wrong predictions are more easily rejected
with our segmentation model.
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2.5 Related Work

Multiple Instance Learning is the sub-field that deals with learning with weak-labels [24],
formulated mostly as max-margin. Classic formulations include MI-SVM [6] or LSVM [31].
There have been boosting [4, 126] and Noisy-OR models [44] formulations as well. This has
been extensively explored in image segmentation [91, 84]. There is also work on learning to
segment videos into primitive components that take place in each of the videos using human
narration of the videos [3], [76], [130], [97]. However collecting human narrations is an
expensive process that cannot scale to very large datasets. In our setup, we need to label each
timestep of a video with a further preferable constraint of having the labels as contiguous as
possible.

Training goal conditioned policies have become very popular recently since they learn
policies that are reusable for new tasks. The goals can be defined in state space [99], [7]
or in image space [88], [78]. These methods however suffer from not being able to reach
goals that are out of the training distribution. They also tend to greedily reach goals which
make them suffer for long horizon tasks. This leads to having to break the problem down to
checkpoint states and this can still be expensive and cumbersome for a human to define each
new task [88]. Similar way to define a new task is one-shot imitation learning where a new
task is defined with one demonstration of the task; this can also be expensive if one need to
learn new tasks that are cumbersome for the human to collect [27].

Hierarchical policies have been used to solve long horizon tasks by having a meta-policy or
manager that takes in states at a sparser time scale and chooses which sub-policy or short term
goal for worker to achieve at dense time scale [23], [118], [116], [9]. However, the subpolicies
learned in this type of options framework are not intrepretable in their specialization and
therefore tend to be hard to reuse for new tasks.

Learning reusable and interpretable primitives from scratch has been very challenging.
One way to tackle this is for humans to define the high level primitives we care about
beforehand. We can then decompose complex tasks into subtasks / primitives and learn the
primitives first [82]. By learning the primitives first, an agent can then perform any new task
that can be decomposed into those primitives without needing any new human demonstration
data [5]. The human only needs to specify the order in which the primitives need to be
done. In the presence of only the order of high level tags of what primitives were performed
at the trajectory level, the optimization is non-trivial. [108] provide one approach using
dynamic programming to efficiently compute gradients [39] through all possible trajectories
of a given high level permutation of primitives performed in each trajectory. We however
have presented an approach where we would not need the order in which the primitives were
performed thereby making the labeling process of videos much cheaper. [55] and [80] also
tackle the problem of primitive segmentation, however, both the approaches use state-space
input to their model (former only use image input for the grid-world) while our approach is
trained with high dimensional image input in all the environments.
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2.6 Discussion

Obtaining primitives from existing experience and composing them to perform novel tasks
presents a viable paradigm for tackling generalization to novel tasks. Due to the combinatorial
nature of composition, this approach allows generalization to exponentially many scenarios
with a linear number of primitives. This work provides an end-to-end trainable formulation
for extracting primitives. Our results demonstrate strong segmentation accuracy, and show
early evidence for zero-shot generalization via compositionality. Our primitive segmentations,
obtained from demonstrations of end tasks, are more naturally extracted ‘options’ than those
defined by an expert, which may be prone to being biased. Another alternative, besides zero-
shot composition, is to treat these primitives as new atomic actions to develop a hierarchical
framework for modeling long-horizon tasks. Deciding the threshold for segmenting actions
into different levels of controller is one of the main bottlenecks in hierarchical control, and
current approaches usually resort to using domain knowledge to solve the issue. These
extracted primitives, a.k.a ‘macro’ actions, provide an alternative scaffolding which could
bootstrap the hierarchy in a bottom-up manner. To promote these follow-up ideas, we will
publicly release our code and environments.
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Chapter 3

Leveraging Self-Supervised
Exploration Data

3.1 Introduction

Imitating expert demonstration is a powerful mechanism for learning to perform tasks from
raw sensory observations. The current dominant paradigm in learning from demonstration
requires the expert to either manually move the robot joints (i.e., kinesthetic teaching) or
teleoperate the robot to execute the desired task. The expert typically provides multiple
demonstrations of a task at training time, and this generates data in the form of observation-
action pairs from the agent’s point of view. The agent then distills this data into a policy for
performing the task of interest. Such a heavily supervised approach, where it is necessary to
provide demonstrations by controlling the robot, is incredibly tedious for the human expert.
Moreover, for every new task that the robot needs to execute, the expert is required to
provide a new set of demonstrations.

Instead of communicating how to perform a task via observation-action pairs, a more
general formulation allows the expert to communicate only what needs to be done by providing
the observations of the desired world states via a video or a sparse sequence of images. This
way, the agent is required to infer how to perform the task (i.e., actions) by itself. In
psychology, this is known as observational learning [12]. While this is a harder learning
problem, it is a more interesting setting, because the expert can demonstrate multiple tasks
quickly and easily.

An agent without any prior knowledge will find it extremely hard to imitate a task by
simply watching a visual demonstration in all but the simplest of cases. Thus, the natural
question is: in order to imitate, what form of prior knowledge must the agent possess? A
large body of work [60, 59, 51, 15, 25, 123] has sought to capture prior knowledge by manually
pre-defining the state that must be inferred from the observations. The agent then infers
how to perform the task (i.e., plan for imitation) using this state. Unfortunately, computer
vision systems are often unable to estimate the state variables accurately and it has proven
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<latexit sha1_base64="Bcp8XF0mzVzho774hEeR8d4Bcs4=">AAACGXicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/oh69BIvgqSS9qLeCF48VjC00oWw2k3bpZhN2N0oI/R1e/CtePKh41JP/xk1bQVsfDDzezDDzXpgxKpXjfBm1ldW19Y36prm1vbO7Z+0f3Mo0FwQ8krJU9EIsgVEOnqKKQS8TgJOQQTccX1b97h0ISVN+o4oMggQPOY0pwUpLA8v1QxhSXhLgCsTEjFNxj0Xk+yZJudT3gZPC9IFHPyMDq+E0nSnsZeLOSQPN0RlYH36UkjzR64RhKfuuk6mgxEJRwmBi+rmEDJMxHkJfU44TkEE5tTaxT7QS2forXVzZU/X3RokTKYsk1JMJViO52KvE/3r9XMXnQUl5llcWZ4finNkqtauc7IgKIIoVmmAiqP7VJiMsMNEZSFOH4C5aXiZeq3nRdK9bjXZrnkYdHaFjdIpcdIba6Ap1kIcIekBP6AW9Go/Gs/FmvM9Ga8Z85xD9gfH5DShQobo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bcp8XF0mzVzho774hEeR8d4Bcs4=">AAACGXicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/oh69BIvgqSS9qLeCF48VjC00oWw2k3bpZhN2N0oI/R1e/CtePKh41JP/xk1bQVsfDDzezDDzXpgxKpXjfBm1ldW19Y36prm1vbO7Z+0f3Mo0FwQ8krJU9EIsgVEOnqKKQS8TgJOQQTccX1b97h0ISVN+o4oMggQPOY0pwUpLA8v1QxhSXhLgCsTEjFNxj0Xk+yZJudT3gZPC9IFHPyMDq+E0nSnsZeLOSQPN0RlYH36UkjzR64RhKfuuk6mgxEJRwmBi+rmEDJMxHkJfU44TkEE5tTaxT7QS2forXVzZU/X3RokTKYsk1JMJViO52KvE/3r9XMXnQUl5llcWZ4finNkqtauc7IgKIIoVmmAiqP7VJiMsMNEZSFOH4C5aXiZeq3nRdK9bjXZrnkYdHaFjdIpcdIba6Ap1kIcIekBP6AW9Go/Gs/FmvM9Ga8Z85xD9gfH5DShQobo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bcp8XF0mzVzho774hEeR8d4Bcs4=">AAACGXicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/oh69BIvgqSS9qLeCF48VjC00oWw2k3bpZhN2N0oI/R1e/CtePKh41JP/xk1bQVsfDDzezDDzXpgxKpXjfBm1ldW19Y36prm1vbO7Z+0f3Mo0FwQ8krJU9EIsgVEOnqKKQS8TgJOQQTccX1b97h0ISVN+o4oMggQPOY0pwUpLA8v1QxhSXhLgCsTEjFNxj0Xk+yZJudT3gZPC9IFHPyMDq+E0nSnsZeLOSQPN0RlYH36UkjzR64RhKfuuk6mgxEJRwmBi+rmEDJMxHkJfU44TkEE5tTaxT7QS2forXVzZU/X3RokTKYsk1JMJViO52KvE/3r9XMXnQUl5llcWZ4finNkqtauc7IgKIIoVmmAiqP7VJiMsMNEZSFOH4C5aXiZeq3nRdK9bjXZrnkYdHaFjdIpcdIba6Ap1kIcIekBP6AW9Go/Gs/FmvM9Ga8Z85xD9gfH5DShQobo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bcp8XF0mzVzho774hEeR8d4Bcs4=">AAACGXicbVBNS8NAEN3Urxq/oh69BIvgqSS9qLeCF48VjC00oWw2k3bpZhN2N0oI/R1e/CtePKh41JP/xk1bQVsfDDzezDDzXpgxKpXjfBm1ldW19Y36prm1vbO7Z+0f3Mo0FwQ8krJU9EIsgVEOnqKKQS8TgJOQQTccX1b97h0ISVN+o4oMggQPOY0pwUpLA8v1QxhSXhLgCsTEjFNxj0Xk+yZJudT3gZPC9IFHPyMDq+E0nSnsZeLOSQPN0RlYH36UkjzR64RhKfuuk6mgxEJRwmBi+rmEDJMxHkJfU44TkEE5tTaxT7QS2forXVzZU/X3RokTKYsk1JMJViO52KvE/3r9XMXnQUl5llcWZ4finNkqtauc7IgKIIoVmmAiqP7VJiMsMNEZSFOH4C5aXiZeq3nRdK9bjXZrnkYdHaFjdIpcdIba6Ap1kIcIekBP6AW9Go/Gs/FmvM9Ga8Z85xD9gfH5DShQobo=</latexit>

at�1
<latexit sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4hld4c1LnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AFc/jxA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4hld4c1LnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AFc/jxA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4hld4c1LnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AFc/jxA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4hld4c1LnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AFc/jxA=</latexit>

xt
<latexit sha1_base64="rU0DdKxkxJDs4oKyH3iqbpihi5s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR9dRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrp7qmHvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t+e1xnmRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/2oiNqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rU0DdKxkxJDs4oKyH3iqbpihi5s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR9dRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrp7qmHvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t+e1xnmRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/2oiNqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rU0DdKxkxJDs4oKyH3iqbpihi5s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR9dRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrp7qmHvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t+e1xnmRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/2oiNqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rU0DdKxkxJDs4oKyH3iqbpihi5s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR9dRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrp7qmHvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t+e1xnmRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/2oiNqQ==</latexit>

xg
<latexit sha1_base64="0MAnFI/xq7kgWHSMOuVxnicJQbA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+nSzSbsTsRS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzKQw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mDTXjPsslaluh9RwKRT3UaDk7UxzmoSSt8Lh9dRvPXJtRKrucZTxIKGxEpFgFK1099SLe9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2V5whUySY3peG6GwZhqFEzySaWbG55RNqQx71iqaMJNMJ6dOiEnVumTKNW2FJKZ+ntiTBNjRkloOxOKA7PoTcX/vE6O0WUwFirLkSs2XxTlkmBKpn+TvtCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjadig3BW3x5mfhn9au6d3tea5wXaZThCI7hFDy4gAbcQBN8YBDDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+wPn8AcbhjZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0MAnFI/xq7kgWHSMOuVxnicJQbA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+nSzSbsTsRS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzKQw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mDTXjPsslaluh9RwKRT3UaDk7UxzmoSSt8Lh9dRvPXJtRKrucZTxIKGxEpFgFK1099SLe9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2V5whUySY3peG6GwZhqFEzySaWbG55RNqQx71iqaMJNMJ6dOiEnVumTKNW2FJKZ+ntiTBNjRkloOxOKA7PoTcX/vE6O0WUwFirLkSs2XxTlkmBKpn+TvtCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjadig3BW3x5mfhn9au6d3tea5wXaZThCI7hFDy4gAbcQBN8YBDDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+wPn8AcbhjZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0MAnFI/xq7kgWHSMOuVxnicJQbA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+nSzSbsTsRS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzKQw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mDTXjPsslaluh9RwKRT3UaDk7UxzmoSSt8Lh9dRvPXJtRKrucZTxIKGxEpFgFK1099SLe9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2V5whUySY3peG6GwZhqFEzySaWbG55RNqQx71iqaMJNMJ6dOiEnVumTKNW2FJKZ+ntiTBNjRkloOxOKA7PoTcX/vE6O0WUwFirLkSs2XxTlkmBKpn+TvtCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjadig3BW3x5mfhn9au6d3tea5wXaZThCI7hFDy4gAbcQBN8YBDDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+wPn8AcbhjZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0MAnFI/xq7kgWHSMOuVxnicJQbA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+nSzSbsTsRS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzKQw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mDTXjPsslaluh9RwKRT3UaDk7UxzmoSSt8Lh9dRvPXJtRKrucZTxIKGxEpFgFK1099SLe9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2V5whUySY3peG6GwZhqFEzySaWbG55RNqQx71iqaMJNMJ6dOiEnVumTKNW2FJKZ+ntiTBNjRkloOxOKA7PoTcX/vE6O0WUwFirLkSs2XxTlkmBKpn+TvtCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjadig3BW3x5mfhn9au6d3tea5wXaZThCI7hFDy4gAbcQBN8YBDDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+wPn8AcbhjZw=</latexit>

at
<latexit sha1_base64="hwXDxs6Wgyl7kVyCFMQvkgEmKdQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPdCanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSPe1jv1pz6+4cZJV4BalBgVa/+tUbJCyLuUImqTFdz00xyKlGwSSfVnqZ4SllYzrkXUsVjbkJ8vmpU3JmlQGJEm1LIZmrvydyGhsziUPbGVMcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJggmZ/U0GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nQqNgRv+eVV4l/Ur+veXaPWbBRplOEETuEcPLiEJtxCC3xgMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOcXMMfyB8/kDt5WNkg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hwXDxs6Wgyl7kVyCFMQvkgEmKdQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPdCanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSPe1jv1pz6+4cZJV4BalBgVa/+tUbJCyLuUImqTFdz00xyKlGwSSfVnqZ4SllYzrkXUsVjbkJ8vmpU3JmlQGJEm1LIZmrvydyGhsziUPbGVMcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJggmZ/U0GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nQqNgRv+eVV4l/Ur+veXaPWbBRplOEETuEcPLiEJtxCC3xgMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOcXMMfyB8/kDt5WNkg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hwXDxs6Wgyl7kVyCFMQvkgEmKdQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPdCanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSPe1jv1pz6+4cZJV4BalBgVa/+tUbJCyLuUImqTFdz00xyKlGwSSfVnqZ4SllYzrkXUsVjbkJ8vmpU3JmlQGJEm1LIZmrvydyGhsziUPbGVMcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJggmZ/U0GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nQqNgRv+eVV4l/Ur+veXaPWbBRplOEETuEcPLiEJtxCC3xgMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOcXMMfyB8/kDt5WNkg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hwXDxs6Wgyl7kVyCFMQvkgEmKdQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPdCanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSPe1jv1pz6+4cZJV4BalBgVa/+tUbJCyLuUImqTFdz00xyKlGwSSfVnqZ4SllYzrkXUsVjbkJ8vmpU3JmlQGJEm1LIZmrvydyGhsziUPbGVMcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJggmZ/U0GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nQqNgRv+eVV4l/Ur+veXaPWbBRplOEETuEcPLiEJtxCC3xgMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOcXMMfyB8/kDt5WNkg==</latexit>

ât
<latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit>

x̂t+1
<latexit sha1_base64="0x+q3xF7eUb9QxlKb7w4+0biyLg=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmkoN4KXjxWMLbQhrLZbtqlmw93J8US8ju8eFDx6p/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDPPT6TQaNvf1srq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTh80HGqGHdZLGPV9qnmUkTcRYGStxPFaehL3vJHN1O/NeZKizi6x0nCvZAOIhEIRtFIXndIMXvKexmeO3mvUrVr9gxkmTgFqUKBZq/y1e3HLA15hExSrTuOnaCXUYWCSZ6Xu6nmCWUjOuAdQyMacu1ls6NzcmqUPgliZSpCMlN/T2Q01HoS+qYzpDjUi95U/M/rpBhceZmIkhR5xOaLglQSjMk0AdIXijOUE0MoU8LcStiQKsrQ5FQ2ITiLLy8T96J2XXPu6tVGvUijBMdwAmfgwCU04Baa4AKDR3iGV3izxtaL9W59zFtXrGLmCP7A+vwBTp6R8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0x+q3xF7eUb9QxlKb7w4+0biyLg=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmkoN4KXjxWMLbQhrLZbtqlmw93J8US8ju8eFDx6p/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDPPT6TQaNvf1srq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTh80HGqGHdZLGPV9qnmUkTcRYGStxPFaehL3vJHN1O/NeZKizi6x0nCvZAOIhEIRtFIXndIMXvKexmeO3mvUrVr9gxkmTgFqUKBZq/y1e3HLA15hExSrTuOnaCXUYWCSZ6Xu6nmCWUjOuAdQyMacu1ls6NzcmqUPgliZSpCMlN/T2Q01HoS+qYzpDjUi95U/M/rpBhceZmIkhR5xOaLglQSjMk0AdIXijOUE0MoU8LcStiQKsrQ5FQ2ITiLLy8T96J2XXPu6tVGvUijBMdwAmfgwCU04Baa4AKDR3iGV3izxtaL9W59zFtXrGLmCP7A+vwBTp6R8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0x+q3xF7eUb9QxlKb7w4+0biyLg=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmkoN4KXjxWMLbQhrLZbtqlmw93J8US8ju8eFDx6p/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDPPT6TQaNvf1srq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTh80HGqGHdZLGPV9qnmUkTcRYGStxPFaehL3vJHN1O/NeZKizi6x0nCvZAOIhEIRtFIXndIMXvKexmeO3mvUrVr9gxkmTgFqUKBZq/y1e3HLA15hExSrTuOnaCXUYWCSZ6Xu6nmCWUjOuAdQyMacu1ls6NzcmqUPgliZSpCMlN/T2Q01HoS+qYzpDjUi95U/M/rpBhceZmIkhR5xOaLglQSjMk0AdIXijOUE0MoU8LcStiQKsrQ5FQ2ITiLLy8T96J2XXPu6tVGvUijBMdwAmfgwCU04Baa4AKDR3iGV3izxtaL9W59zFtXrGLmCP7A+vwBTp6R8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0x+q3xF7eUb9QxlKb7w4+0biyLg=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmkoN4KXjxWMLbQhrLZbtqlmw93J8US8ju8eFDx6p/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDPPT6TQaNvf1srq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTh80HGqGHdZLGPV9qnmUkTcRYGStxPFaehL3vJHN1O/NeZKizi6x0nCvZAOIhEIRtFIXndIMXvKexmeO3mvUrVr9gxkmTgFqUKBZq/y1e3HLA15hExSrTuOnaCXUYWCSZ6Xu6nmCWUjOuAdQyMacu1ls6NzcmqUPgliZSpCMlN/T2Q01HoS+qYzpDjUi95U/M/rpBhceZmIkhR5xOaLglQSjMk0AdIXijOUE0MoU8LcStiQKsrQ5FQ2ITiLLy8T96J2XXPu6tVGvUijBMdwAmfgwCU04Baa4AKDR3iGV3izxtaL9W59zFtXrGLmCP7A+vwBTp6R8g==</latexit>

L(at, ât)
<latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit>

L(xt+1, x̂t+1)
<latexit sha1_base64="SDjSAKsSxy5Txn0eEGxKCs9We10=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3oUWoKCUpgroruHHhooKxhSaEyXTaDp08mLmRlpC9G3/FjQsVt36BO//GSZuFVg8MnDnnXu69x485k2CaX1ppaXllda28XtnY3Nre0Xf37mSUCEJtEvFIdH0sKWchtYEBp91YUBz4nHb88WXud+6pkCwKb2EaUzfAw5ANGMGgJE+vOgGGEcE8vc7qEy+FYys7cUYY0kk2/x15es1smDMYf4lVkBoq0Pb0T6cfkSSgIRCOpexZZgxuigUwwmlWcRJJY0zGeEh7ioY4oNJNZ7dkxqFS+sYgEuqFYMzUnx0pDqScBr6qzDeXi14u/uf1EhicuykL4wRoSOaDBgk3IDLyYIw+E5QAnyqCiWBqV4OMsMAEVHwVFYK1ePJfYjcbFw3r5rTWahZplNEBqqI6stAZaqEr1EY2IugBPaEX9Ko9as/am/Y+Ly1pRc8++gXt4xsCp5qJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SDjSAKsSxy5Txn0eEGxKCs9We10=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3oUWoKCUpgroruHHhooKxhSaEyXTaDp08mLmRlpC9G3/FjQsVt36BO//GSZuFVg8MnDnnXu69x485k2CaX1ppaXllda28XtnY3Nre0Xf37mSUCEJtEvFIdH0sKWchtYEBp91YUBz4nHb88WXud+6pkCwKb2EaUzfAw5ANGMGgJE+vOgGGEcE8vc7qEy+FYys7cUYY0kk2/x15es1smDMYf4lVkBoq0Pb0T6cfkSSgIRCOpexZZgxuigUwwmlWcRJJY0zGeEh7ioY4oNJNZ7dkxqFS+sYgEuqFYMzUnx0pDqScBr6qzDeXi14u/uf1EhicuykL4wRoSOaDBgk3IDLyYIw+E5QAnyqCiWBqV4OMsMAEVHwVFYK1ePJfYjcbFw3r5rTWahZplNEBqqI6stAZaqEr1EY2IugBPaEX9Ko9as/am/Y+Ly1pRc8++gXt4xsCp5qJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SDjSAKsSxy5Txn0eEGxKCs9We10=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3oUWoKCUpgroruHHhooKxhSaEyXTaDp08mLmRlpC9G3/FjQsVt36BO//GSZuFVg8MnDnnXu69x485k2CaX1ppaXllda28XtnY3Nre0Xf37mSUCEJtEvFIdH0sKWchtYEBp91YUBz4nHb88WXud+6pkCwKb2EaUzfAw5ANGMGgJE+vOgGGEcE8vc7qEy+FYys7cUYY0kk2/x15es1smDMYf4lVkBoq0Pb0T6cfkSSgIRCOpexZZgxuigUwwmlWcRJJY0zGeEh7ioY4oNJNZ7dkxqFS+sYgEuqFYMzUnx0pDqScBr6qzDeXi14u/uf1EhicuykL4wRoSOaDBgk3IDLyYIw+E5QAnyqCiWBqV4OMsMAEVHwVFYK1ePJfYjcbFw3r5rTWahZplNEBqqI6stAZaqEr1EY2IugBPaEX9Ko9as/am/Y+Ly1pRc8++gXt4xsCp5qJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SDjSAKsSxy5Txn0eEGxKCs9We10=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3oUWoKCUpgroruHHhooKxhSaEyXTaDp08mLmRlpC9G3/FjQsVt36BO//GSZuFVg8MnDnnXu69x485k2CaX1ppaXllda28XtnY3Nre0Xf37mSUCEJtEvFIdH0sKWchtYEBp91YUBz4nHb88WXud+6pkCwKb2EaUzfAw5ANGMGgJE+vOgGGEcE8vc7qEy+FYys7cUYY0kk2/x15es1smDMYf4lVkBoq0Pb0T6cfkSSgIRCOpexZZgxuigUwwmlWcRJJY0zGeEh7ioY4oNJNZ7dkxqFS+sYgEuqFYMzUnx0pDqScBr6qzDeXi14u/uf1EhicuykL4wRoSOaDBgk3IDLyYIw+E5QAnyqCiWBqV4OMsMAEVHwVFYK1ePJfYjcbFw3r5rTWahZplNEBqqI6stAZaqEr1EY2IugBPaEX9Ko9as/am/Y+Ly1pRc8++gXt4xsCp5qJ</latexit>

features
<latexit sha1_base64="Nne3Sl4H0qpz7KLzDlxlOEwOwwE=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou6o3Ei0dMrJBAQ7bLFDZst3V3akIIf8KLBzVe/T3e/Dcu0IOiL5nk5b2ZzMyLMikMed6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0f3Js01x4CnMtWdiBmUQmFAgiR2Mo0siSS2o/H13G8/ojYiVXc0yTBM2FCJWHBGVurEyCjXaPrVmlf3FnD/Er8gNSjQ6lc/e4OU5wkq4pIZ0/W9jMIp0yS4xFmllxvMGB+zIXYtVSxBE04X987cM6sM3DjVthS5C/XnxJQlxkySyHYmjEZm1ZuL/3ndnOLLcCpUlhMqvlwU59Kl1J0/7w6ERk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyEVVsCP7qy39J0Khf1f3bRq3ZKNIowwmcwjn4cAFNuIEWBMBBwhO8wKvz4Dw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzfAk4/r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nne3Sl4H0qpz7KLzDlxlOEwOwwE=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou6o3Ei0dMrJBAQ7bLFDZst3V3akIIf8KLBzVe/T3e/Dcu0IOiL5nk5b2ZzMyLMikMed6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0f3Js01x4CnMtWdiBmUQmFAgiR2Mo0siSS2o/H13G8/ojYiVXc0yTBM2FCJWHBGVurEyCjXaPrVmlf3FnD/Er8gNSjQ6lc/e4OU5wkq4pIZ0/W9jMIp0yS4xFmllxvMGB+zIXYtVSxBE04X987cM6sM3DjVthS5C/XnxJQlxkySyHYmjEZm1ZuL/3ndnOLLcCpUlhMqvlwU59Kl1J0/7w6ERk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyEVVsCP7qy39J0Khf1f3bRq3ZKNIowwmcwjn4cAFNuIEWBMBBwhO8wKvz4Dw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzfAk4/r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nne3Sl4H0qpz7KLzDlxlOEwOwwE=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou6o3Ei0dMrJBAQ7bLFDZst3V3akIIf8KLBzVe/T3e/Dcu0IOiL5nk5b2ZzMyLMikMed6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0f3Js01x4CnMtWdiBmUQmFAgiR2Mo0siSS2o/H13G8/ojYiVXc0yTBM2FCJWHBGVurEyCjXaPrVmlf3FnD/Er8gNSjQ6lc/e4OU5wkq4pIZ0/W9jMIp0yS4xFmllxvMGB+zIXYtVSxBE04X987cM6sM3DjVthS5C/XnxJQlxkySyHYmjEZm1ZuL/3ndnOLLcCpUlhMqvlwU59Kl1J0/7w6ERk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyEVVsCP7qy39J0Khf1f3bRq3ZKNIowwmcwjn4cAFNuIEWBMBBwhO8wKvz4Dw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzfAk4/r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nne3Sl4H0qpz7KLzDlxlOEwOwwE=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou6o3Ei0dMrJBAQ7bLFDZst3V3akIIf8KLBzVe/T3e/Dcu0IOiL5nk5b2ZzMyLMikMed6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0f3Js01x4CnMtWdiBmUQmFAgiR2Mo0siSS2o/H13G8/ojYiVXc0yTBM2FCJWHBGVurEyCjXaPrVmlf3FnD/Er8gNSjQ6lc/e4OU5wkq4pIZ0/W9jMIp0yS4xFmllxvMGB+zIXYtVSxBE04X987cM6sM3DjVthS5C/XnxJQlxkySyHYmjEZm1ZuL/3ndnOLLcCpUlhMqvlwU59Kl1J0/7w6ERk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyEVVsCP7qy39J0Khf1f3bRq3ZKNIowwmcwjn4cAFNuIEWBMBBwhO8wKvz4Dw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzfAk4/r</latexit>

recurrent
state

<latexit sha1_base64="w0N0cOTT7j6qojQolLXRB+aCdYg=">AAACFXicbVBPS8MwHE3nv1n/VT16CQ7Bi6PdRb0NvHic4NxgLSNNf93C0rQkqTDKPoUXv4oXDypeBW9+G7Otgm4+CLy893skvxdmnCntul9WZWV1bX2jumlvbe/s7jn7B3cqzSWFNk15KrshUcCZgLZmmkM3k0CSkEMnHF1N/c49SMVScavHGQQJGQgWM0q0kfrOmR/CgImCgtAgJ7YEmktpLr5vK0002D6I6MfuOzW37s6Al4lXkhoq0eo7n36U0jwxccqJUj3PzXRQEKkZ5TCx/VxBRuiIDKBnqCAJqKCYrTXBJ0aJcJxKc4TGM/V3oiCJUuMkNJMJ0UO16E3F/7xeruOLoGAiyzUIOn8ozjnWKZ52hCNmatB8bAihkpm/YjokklDTgbJNCd7iysuk3ahf1r2bRq3ZKNuooiN0jE6Rh85RE12jFmojih7QE3pBr9aj9Wy9We/z0YpVZg7RH1gf38KTn+Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w0N0cOTT7j6qojQolLXRB+aCdYg=">AAACFXicbVBPS8MwHE3nv1n/VT16CQ7Bi6PdRb0NvHic4NxgLSNNf93C0rQkqTDKPoUXv4oXDypeBW9+G7Otgm4+CLy893skvxdmnCntul9WZWV1bX2jumlvbe/s7jn7B3cqzSWFNk15KrshUcCZgLZmmkM3k0CSkEMnHF1N/c49SMVScavHGQQJGQgWM0q0kfrOmR/CgImCgtAgJ7YEmktpLr5vK0002D6I6MfuOzW37s6Al4lXkhoq0eo7n36U0jwxccqJUj3PzXRQEKkZ5TCx/VxBRuiIDKBnqCAJqKCYrTXBJ0aJcJxKc4TGM/V3oiCJUuMkNJMJ0UO16E3F/7xeruOLoGAiyzUIOn8ozjnWKZ52hCNmatB8bAihkpm/YjokklDTgbJNCd7iysuk3ahf1r2bRq3ZKNuooiN0jE6Rh85RE12jFmojih7QE3pBr9aj9Wy9We/z0YpVZg7RH1gf38KTn+Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w0N0cOTT7j6qojQolLXRB+aCdYg=">AAACFXicbVBPS8MwHE3nv1n/VT16CQ7Bi6PdRb0NvHic4NxgLSNNf93C0rQkqTDKPoUXv4oXDypeBW9+G7Otgm4+CLy893skvxdmnCntul9WZWV1bX2jumlvbe/s7jn7B3cqzSWFNk15KrshUcCZgLZmmkM3k0CSkEMnHF1N/c49SMVScavHGQQJGQgWM0q0kfrOmR/CgImCgtAgJ7YEmktpLr5vK0002D6I6MfuOzW37s6Al4lXkhoq0eo7n36U0jwxccqJUj3PzXRQEKkZ5TCx/VxBRuiIDKBnqCAJqKCYrTXBJ0aJcJxKc4TGM/V3oiCJUuMkNJMJ0UO16E3F/7xeruOLoGAiyzUIOn8ozjnWKZ52hCNmatB8bAihkpm/YjokklDTgbJNCd7iysuk3ahf1r2bRq3ZKNuooiN0jE6Rh85RE12jFmojih7QE3pBr9aj9Wy9We/z0YpVZg7RH1gf38KTn+Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w0N0cOTT7j6qojQolLXRB+aCdYg=">AAACFXicbVBPS8MwHE3nv1n/VT16CQ7Bi6PdRb0NvHic4NxgLSNNf93C0rQkqTDKPoUXv4oXDypeBW9+G7Otgm4+CLy893skvxdmnCntul9WZWV1bX2jumlvbe/s7jn7B3cqzSWFNk15KrshUcCZgLZmmkM3k0CSkEMnHF1N/c49SMVScavHGQQJGQgWM0q0kfrOmR/CgImCgtAgJ7YEmktpLr5vK0002D6I6MfuOzW37s6Al4lXkhoq0eo7n36U0jwxccqJUj3PzXRQEKkZ5TCx/VxBRuiIDKBnqCAJqKCYrTXBJ0aJcJxKc4TGM/V3oiCJUuMkNJMJ0UO16E3F/7xeruOLoGAiyzUIOn8ozjnWKZ52hCNmatB8bAihkpm/YjokklDTgbJNCd7iysuk3ahf1r2bRq3ZKNuooiN0jE6Rh85RE12jFmojih7QE3pBr9aj9Wy9We/z0YpVZg7RH1gf38KTn+Y=</latexit>

at�1
<latexit sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4hld4c1LnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AFc/jxA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4hld4c1LnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AFc/jxA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4hld4c1LnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AFc/jxA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4hld4c1LnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AFc/jxA=</latexit>

xt
<latexit sha1_base64="rU0DdKxkxJDs4oKyH3iqbpihi5s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR9dRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrp7qmHvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t+e1xnmRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/2oiNqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rU0DdKxkxJDs4oKyH3iqbpihi5s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR9dRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrp7qmHvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t+e1xnmRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/2oiNqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rU0DdKxkxJDs4oKyH3iqbpihi5s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR9dRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrp7qmHvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t+e1xnmRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/2oiNqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rU0DdKxkxJDs4oKyH3iqbpihi5s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR9dRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrp7qmHvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t+e1xnmRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/2oiNqQ==</latexit>

xg
<latexit sha1_base64="0MAnFI/xq7kgWHSMOuVxnicJQbA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+nSzSbsTsRS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzKQw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mDTXjPsslaluh9RwKRT3UaDk7UxzmoSSt8Lh9dRvPXJtRKrucZTxIKGxEpFgFK1099SLe9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2V5whUySY3peG6GwZhqFEzySaWbG55RNqQx71iqaMJNMJ6dOiEnVumTKNW2FJKZ+ntiTBNjRkloOxOKA7PoTcX/vE6O0WUwFirLkSs2XxTlkmBKpn+TvtCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjadig3BW3x5mfhn9au6d3tea5wXaZThCI7hFDy4gAbcQBN8YBDDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+wPn8AcbhjZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0MAnFI/xq7kgWHSMOuVxnicJQbA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+nSzSbsTsRS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzKQw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mDTXjPsslaluh9RwKRT3UaDk7UxzmoSSt8Lh9dRvPXJtRKrucZTxIKGxEpFgFK1099SLe9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2V5whUySY3peG6GwZhqFEzySaWbG55RNqQx71iqaMJNMJ6dOiEnVumTKNW2FJKZ+ntiTBNjRkloOxOKA7PoTcX/vE6O0WUwFirLkSs2XxTlkmBKpn+TvtCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjadig3BW3x5mfhn9au6d3tea5wXaZThCI7hFDy4gAbcQBN8YBDDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+wPn8AcbhjZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0MAnFI/xq7kgWHSMOuVxnicJQbA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+nSzSbsTsRS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzKQw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mDTXjPsslaluh9RwKRT3UaDk7UxzmoSSt8Lh9dRvPXJtRKrucZTxIKGxEpFgFK1099SLe9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2V5whUySY3peG6GwZhqFEzySaWbG55RNqQx71iqaMJNMJ6dOiEnVumTKNW2FJKZ+ntiTBNjRkloOxOKA7PoTcX/vE6O0WUwFirLkSs2XxTlkmBKpn+TvtCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjadig3BW3x5mfhn9au6d3tea5wXaZThCI7hFDy4gAbcQBN8YBDDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+wPn8AcbhjZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0MAnFI/xq7kgWHSMOuVxnicJQbA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+nSzSbsTsRS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzKQw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mDTXjPsslaluh9RwKRT3UaDk7UxzmoSSt8Lh9dRvPXJtRKrucZTxIKGxEpFgFK1099SLe9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2V5whUySY3peG6GwZhqFEzySaWbG55RNqQx71iqaMJNMJ6dOiEnVumTKNW2FJKZ+ntiTBNjRkloOxOKA7PoTcX/vE6O0WUwFirLkSs2XxTlkmBKpn+TvtCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjadig3BW3x5mfhn9au6d3tea5wXaZThCI7hFDy4gAbcQBN8YBDDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+wPn8AcbhjZw=</latexit>

ât
<latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit>

L(at, ât)
<latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit>

L(xt+1, x̂t+1)
<latexit sha1_base64="SDjSAKsSxy5Txn0eEGxKCs9We10=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3oUWoKCUpgroruHHhooKxhSaEyXTaDp08mLmRlpC9G3/FjQsVt36BO//GSZuFVg8MnDnnXu69x485k2CaX1ppaXllda28XtnY3Nre0Xf37mSUCEJtEvFIdH0sKWchtYEBp91YUBz4nHb88WXud+6pkCwKb2EaUzfAw5ANGMGgJE+vOgGGEcE8vc7qEy+FYys7cUYY0kk2/x15es1smDMYf4lVkBoq0Pb0T6cfkSSgIRCOpexZZgxuigUwwmlWcRJJY0zGeEh7ioY4oNJNZ7dkxqFS+sYgEuqFYMzUnx0pDqScBr6qzDeXi14u/uf1EhicuykL4wRoSOaDBgk3IDLyYIw+E5QAnyqCiWBqV4OMsMAEVHwVFYK1ePJfYjcbFw3r5rTWahZplNEBqqI6stAZaqEr1EY2IugBPaEX9Ko9as/am/Y+Ly1pRc8++gXt4xsCp5qJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SDjSAKsSxy5Txn0eEGxKCs9We10=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3oUWoKCUpgroruHHhooKxhSaEyXTaDp08mLmRlpC9G3/FjQsVt36BO//GSZuFVg8MnDnnXu69x485k2CaX1ppaXllda28XtnY3Nre0Xf37mSUCEJtEvFIdH0sKWchtYEBp91YUBz4nHb88WXud+6pkCwKb2EaUzfAw5ANGMGgJE+vOgGGEcE8vc7qEy+FYys7cUYY0kk2/x15es1smDMYf4lVkBoq0Pb0T6cfkSSgIRCOpexZZgxuigUwwmlWcRJJY0zGeEh7ioY4oNJNZ7dkxqFS+sYgEuqFYMzUnx0pDqScBr6qzDeXi14u/uf1EhicuykL4wRoSOaDBgk3IDLyYIw+E5QAnyqCiWBqV4OMsMAEVHwVFYK1ePJfYjcbFw3r5rTWahZplNEBqqI6stAZaqEr1EY2IugBPaEX9Ko9as/am/Y+Ly1pRc8++gXt4xsCp5qJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SDjSAKsSxy5Txn0eEGxKCs9We10=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3oUWoKCUpgroruHHhooKxhSaEyXTaDp08mLmRlpC9G3/FjQsVt36BO//GSZuFVg8MnDnnXu69x485k2CaX1ppaXllda28XtnY3Nre0Xf37mSUCEJtEvFIdH0sKWchtYEBp91YUBz4nHb88WXud+6pkCwKb2EaUzfAw5ANGMGgJE+vOgGGEcE8vc7qEy+FYys7cUYY0kk2/x15es1smDMYf4lVkBoq0Pb0T6cfkSSgIRCOpexZZgxuigUwwmlWcRJJY0zGeEh7ioY4oNJNZ7dkxqFS+sYgEuqFYMzUnx0pDqScBr6qzDeXi14u/uf1EhicuykL4wRoSOaDBgk3IDLyYIw+E5QAnyqCiWBqV4OMsMAEVHwVFYK1ePJfYjcbFw3r5rTWahZplNEBqqI6stAZaqEr1EY2IugBPaEX9Ko9as/am/Y+Ly1pRc8++gXt4xsCp5qJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SDjSAKsSxy5Txn0eEGxKCs9We10=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3oUWoKCUpgroruHHhooKxhSaEyXTaDp08mLmRlpC9G3/FjQsVt36BO//GSZuFVg8MnDnnXu69x485k2CaX1ppaXllda28XtnY3Nre0Xf37mSUCEJtEvFIdH0sKWchtYEBp91YUBz4nHb88WXud+6pkCwKb2EaUzfAw5ANGMGgJE+vOgGGEcE8vc7qEy+FYys7cUYY0kk2/x15es1smDMYf4lVkBoq0Pb0T6cfkSSgIRCOpexZZgxuigUwwmlWcRJJY0zGeEh7ioY4oNJNZ7dkxqFS+sYgEuqFYMzUnx0pDqScBr6qzDeXi14u/uf1EhicuykL4wRoSOaDBgk3IDLyYIw+E5QAnyqCiWBqV4OMsMAEVHwVFYK1ePJfYjcbFw3r5rTWahZplNEBqqI6stAZaqEr1EY2IugBPaEX9Ko9as/am/Y+Ly1pRc8++gXt4xsCp5qJ</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="idR6iEhT8e9QSIE61Vqk7+uZSNY=">AAACGXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WeNX1KOXYBE8laQX9Vbw4rGCsYUmlM3mJV262YTdjVJDf4cX/4oXDyoe9eS/cdtG0NaBhWFmHvvehDmjUjnOl7G0vLK6tl7bMDe3tnd2rb39G5kVgoBHMpaJboglMMrBU1Qx6OYCcBoy6ITDi4nfuQUhacav1SiHIMUJpzElWGmpb7l+CAnlJQGuQIzNOBN3WES+bwpICoYFvQdh+sCjn0jfqjsNZwp7kbgVqaMK7b714UcZKVI9ThiWsuc6uQpKLBQlDMamX0jIMRniBHqacpyCDMrpaWP7WCuRrbfSjyt7qv6eKHEq5SgNdTLFaiDnvYn4n9crVHwWlJTnhQJOZh/FBbNVZk96siMqgCg20gQTQfWuNhlggYnuQJq6BHf+5EXiNRvnDfeqWW81qzZq6BAdoRPkolPUQpeojTxE0AN6Qi/o1Xg0no03430WXTKqmQP0B8bnNx7YobQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="idR6iEhT8e9QSIE61Vqk7+uZSNY=">AAACGXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WeNX1KOXYBE8laQX9Vbw4rGCsYUmlM3mJV262YTdjVJDf4cX/4oXDyoe9eS/cdtG0NaBhWFmHvvehDmjUjnOl7G0vLK6tl7bMDe3tnd2rb39G5kVgoBHMpaJboglMMrBU1Qx6OYCcBoy6ITDi4nfuQUhacav1SiHIMUJpzElWGmpb7l+CAnlJQGuQIzNOBN3WES+bwpICoYFvQdh+sCjn0jfqjsNZwp7kbgVqaMK7b714UcZKVI9ThiWsuc6uQpKLBQlDMamX0jIMRniBHqacpyCDMrpaWP7WCuRrbfSjyt7qv6eKHEq5SgNdTLFaiDnvYn4n9crVHwWlJTnhQJOZh/FBbNVZk96siMqgCg20gQTQfWuNhlggYnuQJq6BHf+5EXiNRvnDfeqWW81qzZq6BAdoRPkolPUQpeojTxE0AN6Qi/o1Xg0no03430WXTKqmQP0B8bnNx7YobQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="idR6iEhT8e9QSIE61Vqk7+uZSNY=">AAACGXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WeNX1KOXYBE8laQX9Vbw4rGCsYUmlM3mJV262YTdjVJDf4cX/4oXDyoe9eS/cdtG0NaBhWFmHvvehDmjUjnOl7G0vLK6tl7bMDe3tnd2rb39G5kVgoBHMpaJboglMMrBU1Qx6OYCcBoy6ITDi4nfuQUhacav1SiHIMUJpzElWGmpb7l+CAnlJQGuQIzNOBN3WES+bwpICoYFvQdh+sCjn0jfqjsNZwp7kbgVqaMK7b714UcZKVI9ThiWsuc6uQpKLBQlDMamX0jIMRniBHqacpyCDMrpaWP7WCuRrbfSjyt7qv6eKHEq5SgNdTLFaiDnvYn4n9crVHwWlJTnhQJOZh/FBbNVZk96siMqgCg20gQTQfWuNhlggYnuQJq6BHf+5EXiNRvnDfeqWW81qzZq6BAdoRPkolPUQpeojTxE0AN6Qi/o1Xg0no03430WXTKqmQP0B8bnNx7YobQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="idR6iEhT8e9QSIE61Vqk7+uZSNY=">AAACGXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WeNX1KOXYBE8laQX9Vbw4rGCsYUmlM3mJV262YTdjVJDf4cX/4oXDyoe9eS/cdtG0NaBhWFmHvvehDmjUjnOl7G0vLK6tl7bMDe3tnd2rb39G5kVgoBHMpaJboglMMrBU1Qx6OYCcBoy6ITDi4nfuQUhacav1SiHIMUJpzElWGmpb7l+CAnlJQGuQIzNOBN3WES+bwpICoYFvQdh+sCjn0jfqjsNZwp7kbgVqaMK7b714UcZKVI9ThiWsuc6uQpKLBQlDMamX0jIMRniBHqacpyCDMrpaWP7WCuRrbfSjyt7qv6eKHEq5SgNdTLFaiDnvYn4n9crVHwWlJTnhQJOZh/FBbNVZk96siMqgCg20gQTQfWuNhlggYnuQJq6BHf+5EXiNRvnDfeqWW81qzZq6BAdoRPkolPUQpeojTxE0AN6Qi/o1Xg0no03430WXTKqmQP0B8bnNx7YobQ=</latexit>

x̂t+1
<latexit sha1_base64="0x+q3xF7eUb9QxlKb7w4+0biyLg=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmkoN4KXjxWMLbQhrLZbtqlmw93J8US8ju8eFDx6p/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDPPT6TQaNvf1srq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTh80HGqGHdZLGPV9qnmUkTcRYGStxPFaehL3vJHN1O/NeZKizi6x0nCvZAOIhEIRtFIXndIMXvKexmeO3mvUrVr9gxkmTgFqUKBZq/y1e3HLA15hExSrTuOnaCXUYWCSZ6Xu6nmCWUjOuAdQyMacu1ls6NzcmqUPgliZSpCMlN/T2Q01HoS+qYzpDjUi95U/M/rpBhceZmIkhR5xOaLglQSjMk0AdIXijOUE0MoU8LcStiQKsrQ5FQ2ITiLLy8T96J2XXPu6tVGvUijBMdwAmfgwCU04Baa4AKDR3iGV3izxtaL9W59zFtXrGLmCP7A+vwBTp6R8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0x+q3xF7eUb9QxlKb7w4+0biyLg=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmkoN4KXjxWMLbQhrLZbtqlmw93J8US8ju8eFDx6p/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDPPT6TQaNvf1srq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTh80HGqGHdZLGPV9qnmUkTcRYGStxPFaehL3vJHN1O/NeZKizi6x0nCvZAOIhEIRtFIXndIMXvKexmeO3mvUrVr9gxkmTgFqUKBZq/y1e3HLA15hExSrTuOnaCXUYWCSZ6Xu6nmCWUjOuAdQyMacu1ls6NzcmqUPgliZSpCMlN/T2Q01HoS+qYzpDjUi95U/M/rpBhceZmIkhR5xOaLglQSjMk0AdIXijOUE0MoU8LcStiQKsrQ5FQ2ITiLLy8T96J2XXPu6tVGvUijBMdwAmfgwCU04Baa4AKDR3iGV3izxtaL9W59zFtXrGLmCP7A+vwBTp6R8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0x+q3xF7eUb9QxlKb7w4+0biyLg=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmkoN4KXjxWMLbQhrLZbtqlmw93J8US8ju8eFDx6p/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDPPT6TQaNvf1srq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTh80HGqGHdZLGPV9qnmUkTcRYGStxPFaehL3vJHN1O/NeZKizi6x0nCvZAOIhEIRtFIXndIMXvKexmeO3mvUrVr9gxkmTgFqUKBZq/y1e3HLA15hExSrTuOnaCXUYWCSZ6Xu6nmCWUjOuAdQyMacu1ls6NzcmqUPgliZSpCMlN/T2Q01HoS+qYzpDjUi95U/M/rpBhceZmIkhR5xOaLglQSjMk0AdIXijOUE0MoU8LcStiQKsrQ5FQ2ITiLLy8T96J2XXPu6tVGvUijBMdwAmfgwCU04Baa4AKDR3iGV3izxtaL9W59zFtXrGLmCP7A+vwBTp6R8g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0x+q3xF7eUb9QxlKb7w4+0biyLg=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmkoN4KXjxWMLbQhrLZbtqlmw93J8US8ju8eFDx6p/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDPPT6TQaNvf1srq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dfOTh80HGqGHdZLGPV9qnmUkTcRYGStxPFaehL3vJHN1O/NeZKizi6x0nCvZAOIhEIRtFIXndIMXvKexmeO3mvUrVr9gxkmTgFqUKBZq/y1e3HLA15hExSrTuOnaCXUYWCSZ6Xu6nmCWUjOuAdQyMacu1ls6NzcmqUPgliZSpCMlN/T2Q01HoS+qYzpDjUi95U/M/rpBhceZmIkhR5xOaLglQSjMk0AdIXijOUE0MoU8LcStiQKsrQ5FQ2ITiLLy8T96J2XXPu6tVGvUijBMdwAmfgwCU04Baa4AKDR3iGV3izxtaL9W59zFtXrGLmCP7A+vwBTp6R8g==</latexit>

features
<latexit sha1_base64="Nne3Sl4H0qpz7KLzDlxlOEwOwwE=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou6o3Ei0dMrJBAQ7bLFDZst3V3akIIf8KLBzVe/T3e/Dcu0IOiL5nk5b2ZzMyLMikMed6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0f3Js01x4CnMtWdiBmUQmFAgiR2Mo0siSS2o/H13G8/ojYiVXc0yTBM2FCJWHBGVurEyCjXaPrVmlf3FnD/Er8gNSjQ6lc/e4OU5wkq4pIZ0/W9jMIp0yS4xFmllxvMGB+zIXYtVSxBE04X987cM6sM3DjVthS5C/XnxJQlxkySyHYmjEZm1ZuL/3ndnOLLcCpUlhMqvlwU59Kl1J0/7w6ERk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyEVVsCP7qy39J0Khf1f3bRq3ZKNIowwmcwjn4cAFNuIEWBMBBwhO8wKvz4Dw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzfAk4/r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nne3Sl4H0qpz7KLzDlxlOEwOwwE=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou6o3Ei0dMrJBAQ7bLFDZst3V3akIIf8KLBzVe/T3e/Dcu0IOiL5nk5b2ZzMyLMikMed6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0f3Js01x4CnMtWdiBmUQmFAgiR2Mo0siSS2o/H13G8/ojYiVXc0yTBM2FCJWHBGVurEyCjXaPrVmlf3FnD/Er8gNSjQ6lc/e4OU5wkq4pIZ0/W9jMIp0yS4xFmllxvMGB+zIXYtVSxBE04X987cM6sM3DjVthS5C/XnxJQlxkySyHYmjEZm1ZuL/3ndnOLLcCpUlhMqvlwU59Kl1J0/7w6ERk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyEVVsCP7qy39J0Khf1f3bRq3ZKNIowwmcwjn4cAFNuIEWBMBBwhO8wKvz4Dw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzfAk4/r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nne3Sl4H0qpz7KLzDlxlOEwOwwE=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou6o3Ei0dMrJBAQ7bLFDZst3V3akIIf8KLBzVe/T3e/Dcu0IOiL5nk5b2ZzMyLMikMed6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0f3Js01x4CnMtWdiBmUQmFAgiR2Mo0siSS2o/H13G8/ojYiVXc0yTBM2FCJWHBGVurEyCjXaPrVmlf3FnD/Er8gNSjQ6lc/e4OU5wkq4pIZ0/W9jMIp0yS4xFmllxvMGB+zIXYtVSxBE04X987cM6sM3DjVthS5C/XnxJQlxkySyHYmjEZm1ZuL/3ndnOLLcCpUlhMqvlwU59Kl1J0/7w6ERk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyEVVsCP7qy39J0Khf1f3bRq3ZKNIowwmcwjn4cAFNuIEWBMBBwhO8wKvz4Dw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzfAk4/r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nne3Sl4H0qpz7KLzDlxlOEwOwwE=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou6o3Ei0dMrJBAQ7bLFDZst3V3akIIf8KLBzVe/T3e/Dcu0IOiL5nk5b2ZzMyLMikMed6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0f3Js01x4CnMtWdiBmUQmFAgiR2Mo0siSS2o/H13G8/ojYiVXc0yTBM2FCJWHBGVurEyCjXaPrVmlf3FnD/Er8gNSjQ6lc/e4OU5wkq4pIZ0/W9jMIp0yS4xFmllxvMGB+zIXYtVSxBE04X987cM6sM3DjVthS5C/XnxJQlxkySyHYmjEZm1ZuL/3ndnOLLcCpUlhMqvlwU59Kl1J0/7w6ERk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyEVVsCP7qy39J0Khf1f3bRq3ZKNIowwmcwjn4cAFNuIEWBMBBwhO8wKvz4Dw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzfAk4/r</latexit>

recurrent
state

<latexit sha1_base64="w0N0cOTT7j6qojQolLXRB+aCdYg=">AAACFXicbVBPS8MwHE3nv1n/VT16CQ7Bi6PdRb0NvHic4NxgLSNNf93C0rQkqTDKPoUXv4oXDypeBW9+G7Otgm4+CLy893skvxdmnCntul9WZWV1bX2jumlvbe/s7jn7B3cqzSWFNk15KrshUcCZgLZmmkM3k0CSkEMnHF1N/c49SMVScavHGQQJGQgWM0q0kfrOmR/CgImCgtAgJ7YEmktpLr5vK0002D6I6MfuOzW37s6Al4lXkhoq0eo7n36U0jwxccqJUj3PzXRQEKkZ5TCx/VxBRuiIDKBnqCAJqKCYrTXBJ0aJcJxKc4TGM/V3oiCJUuMkNJMJ0UO16E3F/7xeruOLoGAiyzUIOn8ozjnWKZ52hCNmatB8bAihkpm/YjokklDTgbJNCd7iysuk3ahf1r2bRq3ZKNuooiN0jE6Rh85RE12jFmojih7QE3pBr9aj9Wy9We/z0YpVZg7RH1gf38KTn+Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w0N0cOTT7j6qojQolLXRB+aCdYg=">AAACFXicbVBPS8MwHE3nv1n/VT16CQ7Bi6PdRb0NvHic4NxgLSNNf93C0rQkqTDKPoUXv4oXDypeBW9+G7Otgm4+CLy893skvxdmnCntul9WZWV1bX2jumlvbe/s7jn7B3cqzSWFNk15KrshUcCZgLZmmkM3k0CSkEMnHF1N/c49SMVScavHGQQJGQgWM0q0kfrOmR/CgImCgtAgJ7YEmktpLr5vK0002D6I6MfuOzW37s6Al4lXkhoq0eo7n36U0jwxccqJUj3PzXRQEKkZ5TCx/VxBRuiIDKBnqCAJqKCYrTXBJ0aJcJxKc4TGM/V3oiCJUuMkNJMJ0UO16E3F/7xeruOLoGAiyzUIOn8ozjnWKZ52hCNmatB8bAihkpm/YjokklDTgbJNCd7iysuk3ahf1r2bRq3ZKNuooiN0jE6Rh85RE12jFmojih7QE3pBr9aj9Wy9We/z0YpVZg7RH1gf38KTn+Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w0N0cOTT7j6qojQolLXRB+aCdYg=">AAACFXicbVBPS8MwHE3nv1n/VT16CQ7Bi6PdRb0NvHic4NxgLSNNf93C0rQkqTDKPoUXv4oXDypeBW9+G7Otgm4+CLy893skvxdmnCntul9WZWV1bX2jumlvbe/s7jn7B3cqzSWFNk15KrshUcCZgLZmmkM3k0CSkEMnHF1N/c49SMVScavHGQQJGQgWM0q0kfrOmR/CgImCgtAgJ7YEmktpLr5vK0002D6I6MfuOzW37s6Al4lXkhoq0eo7n36U0jwxccqJUj3PzXRQEKkZ5TCx/VxBRuiIDKBnqCAJqKCYrTXBJ0aJcJxKc4TGM/V3oiCJUuMkNJMJ0UO16E3F/7xeruOLoGAiyzUIOn8ozjnWKZ52hCNmatB8bAihkpm/YjokklDTgbJNCd7iysuk3ahf1r2bRq3ZKNuooiN0jE6Rh85RE12jFmojih7QE3pBr9aj9Wy9We/z0YpVZg7RH1gf38KTn+Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w0N0cOTT7j6qojQolLXRB+aCdYg=">AAACFXicbVBPS8MwHE3nv1n/VT16CQ7Bi6PdRb0NvHic4NxgLSNNf93C0rQkqTDKPoUXv4oXDypeBW9+G7Otgm4+CLy893skvxdmnCntul9WZWV1bX2jumlvbe/s7jn7B3cqzSWFNk15KrshUcCZgLZmmkM3k0CSkEMnHF1N/c49SMVScavHGQQJGQgWM0q0kfrOmR/CgImCgtAgJ7YEmktpLr5vK0002D6I6MfuOzW37s6Al4lXkhoq0eo7n36U0jwxccqJUj3PzXRQEKkZ5TCx/VxBRuiIDKBnqCAJqKCYrTXBJ0aJcJxKc4TGM/V3oiCJUuMkNJMJ0UO16E3F/7xeruOLoGAiyzUIOn8ozjnWKZ52hCNmatB8bAihkpm/YjokklDTgbJNCd7iysuk3ahf1r2bRq3ZKNuooiN0jE6Rh85RE12jFmojih7QE3pBr9aj9Wy9We/z0YpVZg7RH1gf38KTn+Y=</latexit>

at�1
<latexit sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4hld4c1LnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AFc/jxA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4hld4c1LnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AFc/jxA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4hld4c1LnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AFc/jxA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4hld4c1LnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AFc/jxA=</latexit>

xt
<latexit sha1_base64="rU0DdKxkxJDs4oKyH3iqbpihi5s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR9dRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrp7qmHvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t+e1xnmRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/2oiNqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rU0DdKxkxJDs4oKyH3iqbpihi5s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR9dRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrp7qmHvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t+e1xnmRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/2oiNqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rU0DdKxkxJDs4oKyH3iqbpihi5s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR9dRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrp7qmHvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t+e1xnmRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/2oiNqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rU0DdKxkxJDs4oKyH3iqbpihi5s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR9dRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrp7qmHvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t+e1xnmRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/2oiNqQ==</latexit>

xg
<latexit sha1_base64="0MAnFI/xq7kgWHSMOuVxnicJQbA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+nSzSbsTsRS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzKQw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mDTXjPsslaluh9RwKRT3UaDk7UxzmoSSt8Lh9dRvPXJtRKrucZTxIKGxEpFgFK1099SLe9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2V5whUySY3peG6GwZhqFEzySaWbG55RNqQx71iqaMJNMJ6dOiEnVumTKNW2FJKZ+ntiTBNjRkloOxOKA7PoTcX/vE6O0WUwFirLkSs2XxTlkmBKpn+TvtCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjadig3BW3x5mfhn9au6d3tea5wXaZThCI7hFDy4gAbcQBN8YBDDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+wPn8AcbhjZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0MAnFI/xq7kgWHSMOuVxnicJQbA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+nSzSbsTsRS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzKQw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mDTXjPsslaluh9RwKRT3UaDk7UxzmoSSt8Lh9dRvPXJtRKrucZTxIKGxEpFgFK1099SLe9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2V5whUySY3peG6GwZhqFEzySaWbG55RNqQx71iqaMJNMJ6dOiEnVumTKNW2FJKZ+ntiTBNjRkloOxOKA7PoTcX/vE6O0WUwFirLkSs2XxTlkmBKpn+TvtCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjadig3BW3x5mfhn9au6d3tea5wXaZThCI7hFDy4gAbcQBN8YBDDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+wPn8AcbhjZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0MAnFI/xq7kgWHSMOuVxnicJQbA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+nSzSbsTsRS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzKQw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mDTXjPsslaluh9RwKRT3UaDk7UxzmoSSt8Lh9dRvPXJtRKrucZTxIKGxEpFgFK1099SLe9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2V5whUySY3peG6GwZhqFEzySaWbG55RNqQx71iqaMJNMJ6dOiEnVumTKNW2FJKZ+ntiTBNjRkloOxOKA7PoTcX/vE6O0WUwFirLkSs2XxTlkmBKpn+TvtCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjadig3BW3x5mfhn9au6d3tea5wXaZThCI7hFDy4gAbcQBN8YBDDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+wPn8AcbhjZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0MAnFI/xq7kgWHSMOuVxnicJQbA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+nSzSbsTsRS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzKQw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mDTXjPsslaluh9RwKRT3UaDk7UxzmoSSt8Lh9dRvPXJtRKrucZTxIKGxEpFgFK1099SLe9WaW3dnIMvEK0gNCjR71a9uP2V5whUySY3peG6GwZhqFEzySaWbG55RNqQx71iqaMJNMJ6dOiEnVumTKNW2FJKZ+ntiTBNjRkloOxOKA7PoTcX/vE6O0WUwFirLkSs2XxTlkmBKpn+TvtCcoRxZQpkW9lbCBlRThjadig3BW3x5mfhn9au6d3tea5wXaZThCI7hFDy4gAbcQBN8YBDDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3lpxi5hD+wPn8AcbhjZw=</latexit>

ât
<latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit>

L(at, ât)
<latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit>

features
<latexit sha1_base64="Nne3Sl4H0qpz7KLzDlxlOEwOwwE=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou6o3Ei0dMrJBAQ7bLFDZst3V3akIIf8KLBzVe/T3e/Dcu0IOiL5nk5b2ZzMyLMikMed6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0f3Js01x4CnMtWdiBmUQmFAgiR2Mo0siSS2o/H13G8/ojYiVXc0yTBM2FCJWHBGVurEyCjXaPrVmlf3FnD/Er8gNSjQ6lc/e4OU5wkq4pIZ0/W9jMIp0yS4xFmllxvMGB+zIXYtVSxBE04X987cM6sM3DjVthS5C/XnxJQlxkySyHYmjEZm1ZuL/3ndnOLLcCpUlhMqvlwU59Kl1J0/7w6ERk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyEVVsCP7qy39J0Khf1f3bRq3ZKNIowwmcwjn4cAFNuIEWBMBBwhO8wKvz4Dw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzfAk4/r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nne3Sl4H0qpz7KLzDlxlOEwOwwE=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou6o3Ei0dMrJBAQ7bLFDZst3V3akIIf8KLBzVe/T3e/Dcu0IOiL5nk5b2ZzMyLMikMed6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0f3Js01x4CnMtWdiBmUQmFAgiR2Mo0siSS2o/H13G8/ojYiVXc0yTBM2FCJWHBGVurEyCjXaPrVmlf3FnD/Er8gNSjQ6lc/e4OU5wkq4pIZ0/W9jMIp0yS4xFmllxvMGB+zIXYtVSxBE04X987cM6sM3DjVthS5C/XnxJQlxkySyHYmjEZm1ZuL/3ndnOLLcCpUlhMqvlwU59Kl1J0/7w6ERk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyEVVsCP7qy39J0Khf1f3bRq3ZKNIowwmcwjn4cAFNuIEWBMBBwhO8wKvz4Dw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzfAk4/r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nne3Sl4H0qpz7KLzDlxlOEwOwwE=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou6o3Ei0dMrJBAQ7bLFDZst3V3akIIf8KLBzVe/T3e/Dcu0IOiL5nk5b2ZzMyLMikMed6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0f3Js01x4CnMtWdiBmUQmFAgiR2Mo0siSS2o/H13G8/ojYiVXc0yTBM2FCJWHBGVurEyCjXaPrVmlf3FnD/Er8gNSjQ6lc/e4OU5wkq4pIZ0/W9jMIp0yS4xFmllxvMGB+zIXYtVSxBE04X987cM6sM3DjVthS5C/XnxJQlxkySyHYmjEZm1ZuL/3ndnOLLcCpUlhMqvlwU59Kl1J0/7w6ERk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyEVVsCP7qy39J0Khf1f3bRq3ZKNIowwmcwjn4cAFNuIEWBMBBwhO8wKvz4Dw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzfAk4/r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Nne3Sl4H0qpz7KLzDlxlOEwOwwE=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFou6o3Ei0dMrJBAQ7bLFDZst3V3akIIf8KLBzVe/T3e/Dcu0IOiL5nk5b2ZzMyLMikMed6XU1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0f3Js01x4CnMtWdiBmUQmFAgiR2Mo0siSS2o/H13G8/ojYiVXc0yTBM2FCJWHBGVurEyCjXaPrVmlf3FnD/Er8gNSjQ6lc/e4OU5wkq4pIZ0/W9jMIp0yS4xFmllxvMGB+zIXYtVSxBE04X987cM6sM3DjVthS5C/XnxJQlxkySyHYmjEZm1ZuL/3ndnOLLcCpUlhMqvlwU59Kl1J0/7w6ERk5yYgnjWthbXT5imnGyEVVsCP7qy39J0Khf1f3bRq3ZKNIowwmcwjn4cAFNuIEWBMBBwhO8wKvz4Dw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzfAk4/r</latexit>

at�1
<latexit sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4hld4c1LnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AFc/jxA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4hld4c1LnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AFc/jxA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4hld4c1LnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AFc/jxA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ysq/OZ9vglm5xKNIE5toCuHU+5M=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRgnorePFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYOKV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSqFQdf9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDo0SSZZtxniUx0J6SGS6G4jwIl76Sa0ziUvB2Ob2d++4lrIxL1gJOUBzEdKhEJRtFKbdrP8cKb9qs1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOyVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkzi0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfD6DrIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2e9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2oYkPwll9eJf5l/abu3TdqzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIdtMAHBmN4hld4c1LnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AFc/jxA=</latexit>

xt
<latexit sha1_base64="rU0DdKxkxJDs4oKyH3iqbpihi5s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR9dRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrp7qmHvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t+e1xnmRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/2oiNqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rU0DdKxkxJDs4oKyH3iqbpihi5s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR9dRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrp7qmHvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t+e1xnmRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/2oiNqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rU0DdKxkxJDs4oKyH3iqbpihi5s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR9dRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrp7qmHvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t+e1xnmRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/2oiNqQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rU0DdKxkxJDs4oKyH3iqbpihi5s=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3SzSbsTsQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88mCTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LR9dRvPXJtRKLucZzyIKYDJSLBKFrp7qmHvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6p7t+e1xnmRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/2oiNqQ==</latexit>

ât
<latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8Pq4/T3q7jySBKy/bF5sPUI8Vf4=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWMLbShjLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Fd48aDi1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6MEmmGfdZIhPdCcFwKRT3UaDknVRziEPJ2+H4Zua3n7g2IlH3OEl5EMNQiUgwQCs99kaAOUz72K/W3Lo7B10lXkFqpECrX/3qDRKWxVwhk2BM13NTDHLQKJjk00ovMzwFNoYh71qqIOYmyOcHT+mZVQY0SrQthXSu/p7IITZmEoe2MwYcmWVvJv7ndTOMroJcqDRDrthiUZRJigmdfU8HQnOGcmIJMC3srZSNQANDm1HFhuAtv7xK/Iv6dd27a9SajSKNMjkhp+SceOSSNMktaRGfMBKTZ/JK3hztvDjvzseiteQUM8fkD5zPH4QkkF8=</latexit>

L(at, ât)
<latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bMtg3EOQoR3kjbw2verd42rypIM=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qt70EixCBSlJEdRbwYsHDxWMLTQhTLbbdunmg92JUELBi3/FiwcVr/4Kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwhZb1bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u7evYpTSZlDYxHLdgCKCR4xBzkK1k4kgzAQrBUMryZ+64FJxePoDkcJ80LoR7zHKaCW/PKBGwIOKIjsZlwFH0/dAWAGYx9P/HLFqllTmIvEzkmF5Gj65S+3G9M0ZBFSAUp1bCtBLwOJnAo2LrmpYgnQIfRZR9MIQqa8bPrD2DzWStfsxVJXhOZU/T2RQajUKAx05+RiNe9NxP+8Toq9Cy/jUZIii+hsUS8VJsbmJBCzyyWjKEaaAJVc32rSAUigqGMr6RDs+ZcXiVOvXdbs27NKo56nUSSH5IhUiU3OSYNckyZxCCWP5Jm8kjfjyXgx3o2PWWvByGf2yR8Ynz80ppdj</latexit>

feed-forward
<latexit sha1_base64="AWl85Eukk0w0XtyqhXMHPz8x0Ks=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyXpRb0VvHisYGyhDWWzmbRLN5uwu1FK6d/w4kHFq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBNcG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDoQae5YuizVKSqE1KNgkv0DTcCO5lCmoQC2+HoZua3H1Fpnsp7M84wSOhA8pgzaqzUixGjizhVT1RF/WrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBVr96lcvSlmeoDRMUK27npuZYEKV4UzgtNLLNWaUjegAu5ZKmqAOJvObp+TMKhGxq21JQ+bq74kJTbQeJ6HtTKgZ6mVvJv7ndXMTXwUTLrPcoGSLRXEuiEnJLAAScYXMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxsZUsSF4yy+vEr9Rv657d41as1GkUYYTOIVz8OASmnALLfCBQQbP8ApvTu68OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPaLyRag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AWl85Eukk0w0XtyqhXMHPz8x0Ks=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyXpRb0VvHisYGyhDWWzmbRLN5uwu1FK6d/w4kHFq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBNcG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDoQae5YuizVKSqE1KNgkv0DTcCO5lCmoQC2+HoZua3H1Fpnsp7M84wSOhA8pgzaqzUixGjizhVT1RF/WrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBVr96lcvSlmeoDRMUK27npuZYEKV4UzgtNLLNWaUjegAu5ZKmqAOJvObp+TMKhGxq21JQ+bq74kJTbQeJ6HtTKgZ6mVvJv7ndXMTXwUTLrPcoGSLRXEuiEnJLAAScYXMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxsZUsSF4yy+vEr9Rv657d41as1GkUYYTOIVz8OASmnALLfCBQQbP8ApvTu68OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPaLyRag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AWl85Eukk0w0XtyqhXMHPz8x0Ks=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyXpRb0VvHisYGyhDWWzmbRLN5uwu1FK6d/w4kHFq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBNcG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDoQae5YuizVKSqE1KNgkv0DTcCO5lCmoQC2+HoZua3H1Fpnsp7M84wSOhA8pgzaqzUixGjizhVT1RF/WrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBVr96lcvSlmeoDRMUK27npuZYEKV4UzgtNLLNWaUjegAu5ZKmqAOJvObp+TMKhGxq21JQ+bq74kJTbQeJ6HtTKgZ6mVvJv7ndXMTXwUTLrPcoGSLRXEuiEnJLAAScYXMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxsZUsSF4yy+vEr9Rv657d41as1GkUYYTOIVz8OASmnALLfCBQQbP8ApvTu68OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPaLyRag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AWl85Eukk0w0XtyqhXMHPz8x0Ks=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyXpRb0VvHisYGyhDWWzmbRLN5uwu1FK6d/w4kHFq7/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBNcG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDoQae5YuizVKSqE1KNgkv0DTcCO5lCmoQC2+HoZua3H1Fpnsp7M84wSOhA8pgzaqzUixGjizhVT1RF/WrNrbtzkFXiFaQGBVr96lcvSlmeoDRMUK27npuZYEKV4UzgtNLLNWaUjegAu5ZKmqAOJvObp+TMKhGxq21JQ+bq74kJTbQeJ6HtTKgZ6mVvJv7ndXMTXwUTLrPcoGSLRXEuiEnJLAAScYXMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxsZUsSF4yy+vEr9Rv657d41as1GkUYYTOIVz8OASmnALLfCBQQbP8ApvTu68OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPaLyRag==</latexit>

(d) Forward-consistent GSP
(ours)

<latexit sha1_base64="AvM0k9A7QnqkfACeBS/9IOKXx8o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AvM0k9A7QnqkfACeBS/9IOKXx8o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AvM0k9A7QnqkfACeBS/9IOKXx8o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AvM0k9A7QnqkfACeBS/9IOKXx8o=">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</latexit>

(c) Forward-regularized GSP
<latexit sha1_base64="QssFByk0cucCCZphg4Fx0+OmJUk=">AAACH3icbVDLSgMxFM34rONr1KWbYBHqwjJThOquIKjLitYW2lIymds2NJMZkoxSh36KG3/FjQsVcde/MX0I2nogcDjnXG7u8WPOlHbdobWwuLS8sppZs9c3Nre2nZ3dOxUlkkKFRjySNZ8o4ExARTPNoRZLIKHPoer3zkd+9R6kYpG41f0YmiHpCNZmlGgjtZxiw4cOEykFoUEO7Bw9wheRfCAyOJbQSTiR7BECfHlTthsggp9gy8m6eXcMPE+8KcmiKcot56sRRDQJzTjlRKm658a6mRKpGeUwsBuJgpjQHulA3VBBQlDNdHzgAB8aJcDtSJonNB6rvydSEirVD32TDInuqllvJP7n1RPdPm2mTMSJBkEni9oJxzrCo7ZwwCRQzfuGECqZ+SumXSIJNR0o25TgzZ48TyqF/Fneuy5kSyfTNjJoHx2gHPJQEZXQFSqjCqLoCb2gN/RuPVuv1of1OYkuWNOZPfQH1vAbAiCjDQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QssFByk0cucCCZphg4Fx0+OmJUk=">AAACH3icbVDLSgMxFM34rONr1KWbYBHqwjJThOquIKjLitYW2lIymds2NJMZkoxSh36KG3/FjQsVcde/MX0I2nogcDjnXG7u8WPOlHbdobWwuLS8sppZs9c3Nre2nZ3dOxUlkkKFRjySNZ8o4ExARTPNoRZLIKHPoer3zkd+9R6kYpG41f0YmiHpCNZmlGgjtZxiw4cOEykFoUEO7Bw9wheRfCAyOJbQSTiR7BECfHlTthsggp9gy8m6eXcMPE+8KcmiKcot56sRRDQJzTjlRKm658a6mRKpGeUwsBuJgpjQHulA3VBBQlDNdHzgAB8aJcDtSJonNB6rvydSEirVD32TDInuqllvJP7n1RPdPm2mTMSJBkEni9oJxzrCo7ZwwCRQzfuGECqZ+SumXSIJNR0o25TgzZ48TyqF/Fneuy5kSyfTNjJoHx2gHPJQEZXQFSqjCqLoCb2gN/RuPVuv1of1OYkuWNOZPfQH1vAbAiCjDQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QssFByk0cucCCZphg4Fx0+OmJUk=">AAACH3icbVDLSgMxFM34rONr1KWbYBHqwjJThOquIKjLitYW2lIymds2NJMZkoxSh36KG3/FjQsVcde/MX0I2nogcDjnXG7u8WPOlHbdobWwuLS8sppZs9c3Nre2nZ3dOxUlkkKFRjySNZ8o4ExARTPNoRZLIKHPoer3zkd+9R6kYpG41f0YmiHpCNZmlGgjtZxiw4cOEykFoUEO7Bw9wheRfCAyOJbQSTiR7BECfHlTthsggp9gy8m6eXcMPE+8KcmiKcot56sRRDQJzTjlRKm658a6mRKpGeUwsBuJgpjQHulA3VBBQlDNdHzgAB8aJcDtSJonNB6rvydSEirVD32TDInuqllvJP7n1RPdPm2mTMSJBkEni9oJxzrCo7ZwwCRQzfuGECqZ+SumXSIJNR0o25TgzZ48TyqF/Fneuy5kSyfTNjJoHx2gHPJQEZXQFSqjCqLoCb2gN/RuPVuv1of1OYkuWNOZPfQH1vAbAiCjDQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QssFByk0cucCCZphg4Fx0+OmJUk=">AAACH3icbVDLSgMxFM34rONr1KWbYBHqwjJThOquIKjLitYW2lIymds2NJMZkoxSh36KG3/FjQsVcde/MX0I2nogcDjnXG7u8WPOlHbdobWwuLS8sppZs9c3Nre2nZ3dOxUlkkKFRjySNZ8o4ExARTPNoRZLIKHPoer3zkd+9R6kYpG41f0YmiHpCNZmlGgjtZxiw4cOEykFoUEO7Bw9wheRfCAyOJbQSTiR7BECfHlTthsggp9gy8m6eXcMPE+8KcmiKcot56sRRDQJzTjlRKm658a6mRKpGeUwsBuJgpjQHulA3VBBQlDNdHzgAB8aJcDtSJonNB6rvydSEirVD32TDInuqllvJP7n1RPdPm2mTMSJBkEni9oJxzrCo7ZwwCRQzfuGECqZ+SumXSIJNR0o25TgzZ48TyqF/Fneuy5kSyfTNjJoHx2gHPJQEZXQFSqjCqLoCb2gN/RuPVuv1of1OYkuWNOZPfQH1vAbAiCjDQ==</latexit>

(b) Multi-step GSP
<latexit sha1_base64="Yc+mcRoDnlO5sXR63/r0rjNGxRg=">AAACFnicbVBNSwMxFMzWr7p+VT16CRahHiy7RVBvBQ96ESpaW+guJZu+tqHZ7JJkhbL0X3jxr3jxoOJVvPlvTNsVtHUgMMy84eVNEHOmtON8WbmFxaXllfyqvba+sblV2N65U1EiKdRpxCPZDIgCzgTUNdMcmrEEEgYcGsHgfOw37kEqFolbPYzBD0lPsC6jRBupXSh7AfSYSCkIDXJkl4JDfJVwzY6Uhhhf3NRsD0Tnx28Xik7ZmQDPEzcjRZSh1i58ep2IJqGJU06UarlOrP2USM0oh5HtJQpiQgekBy1DBQlB+enkrhE+MEoHdyNpntB4ov5OpCRUahgGZjIkuq9mvbH4n9dKdPfUT5mIEw2CThd1E451hMcl4Q6TQDUfGkKoZOavmPaJJNR0oGxTgjt78jypV8pnZfe6UqweZ23k0R7aRyXkohNURZeohuqIogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vt0NGdlmV30B9bHN3W8nwY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yc+mcRoDnlO5sXR63/r0rjNGxRg=">AAACFnicbVBNSwMxFMzWr7p+VT16CRahHiy7RVBvBQ96ESpaW+guJZu+tqHZ7JJkhbL0X3jxr3jxoOJVvPlvTNsVtHUgMMy84eVNEHOmtON8WbmFxaXllfyqvba+sblV2N65U1EiKdRpxCPZDIgCzgTUNdMcmrEEEgYcGsHgfOw37kEqFolbPYzBD0lPsC6jRBupXSh7AfSYSCkIDXJkl4JDfJVwzY6Uhhhf3NRsD0Tnx28Xik7ZmQDPEzcjRZSh1i58ep2IJqGJU06UarlOrP2USM0oh5HtJQpiQgekBy1DBQlB+enkrhE+MEoHdyNpntB4ov5OpCRUahgGZjIkuq9mvbH4n9dKdPfUT5mIEw2CThd1E451hMcl4Q6TQDUfGkKoZOavmPaJJNR0oGxTgjt78jypV8pnZfe6UqweZ23k0R7aRyXkohNURZeohuqIogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vt0NGdlmV30B9bHN3W8nwY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yc+mcRoDnlO5sXR63/r0rjNGxRg=">AAACFnicbVBNSwMxFMzWr7p+VT16CRahHiy7RVBvBQ96ESpaW+guJZu+tqHZ7JJkhbL0X3jxr3jxoOJVvPlvTNsVtHUgMMy84eVNEHOmtON8WbmFxaXllfyqvba+sblV2N65U1EiKdRpxCPZDIgCzgTUNdMcmrEEEgYcGsHgfOw37kEqFolbPYzBD0lPsC6jRBupXSh7AfSYSCkIDXJkl4JDfJVwzY6Uhhhf3NRsD0Tnx28Xik7ZmQDPEzcjRZSh1i58ep2IJqGJU06UarlOrP2USM0oh5HtJQpiQgekBy1DBQlB+enkrhE+MEoHdyNpntB4ov5OpCRUahgGZjIkuq9mvbH4n9dKdPfUT5mIEw2CThd1E451hMcl4Q6TQDUfGkKoZOavmPaJJNR0oGxTgjt78jypV8pnZfe6UqweZ23k0R7aRyXkohNURZeohuqIogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vt0NGdlmV30B9bHN3W8nwY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yc+mcRoDnlO5sXR63/r0rjNGxRg=">AAACFnicbVBNSwMxFMzWr7p+VT16CRahHiy7RVBvBQ96ESpaW+guJZu+tqHZ7JJkhbL0X3jxr3jxoOJVvPlvTNsVtHUgMMy84eVNEHOmtON8WbmFxaXllfyqvba+sblV2N65U1EiKdRpxCPZDIgCzgTUNdMcmrEEEgYcGsHgfOw37kEqFolbPYzBD0lPsC6jRBupXSh7AfSYSCkIDXJkl4JDfJVwzY6Uhhhf3NRsD0Tnx28Xik7ZmQDPEzcjRZSh1i58ep2IJqGJU06UarlOrP2USM0oh5HtJQpiQgekBy1DBQlB+enkrhE+MEoHdyNpntB4ov5OpCRUahgGZjIkuq9mvbH4n9dKdPfUT5mIEw2CThd1E451hMcl4Q6TQDUfGkKoZOavmPaJJNR0oGxTgjt78jypV8pnZfe6UqweZ23k0R7aRyXkohNURZeohuqIogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vt0NGdlmV30B9bHN3W8nwY=</latexit>

(a) Inverse Model
<latexit sha1_base64="o2Szy8fNwwReoGQS1SHGJHnc36Q=">AAACFXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WeNX1KOXxSLUgyUpgnoreNGDUMHaQlPKZvPaLt1swu5GKKG/wot/xYsHFa+CN/+Nm7aCtg4sDDNvePsmSDhT2nW/rIXFpeWV1cKavb6xubXt7OzeqTiVFOo05rFsBkQBZwLqmmkOzUQCiQIOjWBwkfuNe5CKxeJWDxNoR6QnWJdRoo3UcY79AHpMZBSEBjmyS+QIX4k8Afg6DoHbPojwx+44RbfsjoHniTclRTRFreN8+mFM08jEKSdKtTw30e2MSM0oh5HtpwoSQgekBy1DBYlAtbPxWSN8aJQQd2NpntB4rP5OZCRSahgFZjIiuq9mvVz8z2ulunvWzphIUg2CThZ1U451jPOOcMgkUM2HhhAqmfkrpn0iCTUdKNuU4M2ePE/qlfJ52bupFKsn0zYKaB8doBLy0CmqoktUQ3VE0QN6Qi/o1Xq0nq03630yumBNM3voD6yPbyirnuo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o2Szy8fNwwReoGQS1SHGJHnc36Q=">AAACFXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WeNX1KOXxSLUgyUpgnoreNGDUMHaQlPKZvPaLt1swu5GKKG/wot/xYsHFa+CN/+Nm7aCtg4sDDNvePsmSDhT2nW/rIXFpeWV1cKavb6xubXt7OzeqTiVFOo05rFsBkQBZwLqmmkOzUQCiQIOjWBwkfuNe5CKxeJWDxNoR6QnWJdRoo3UcY79AHpMZBSEBjmyS+QIX4k8Afg6DoHbPojwx+44RbfsjoHniTclRTRFreN8+mFM08jEKSdKtTw30e2MSM0oh5HtpwoSQgekBy1DBYlAtbPxWSN8aJQQd2NpntB4rP5OZCRSahgFZjIiuq9mvVz8z2ulunvWzphIUg2CThZ1U451jPOOcMgkUM2HhhAqmfkrpn0iCTUdKNuU4M2ePE/qlfJ52bupFKsn0zYKaB8doBLy0CmqoktUQ3VE0QN6Qi/o1Xq0nq03630yumBNM3voD6yPbyirnuo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o2Szy8fNwwReoGQS1SHGJHnc36Q=">AAACFXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WeNX1KOXxSLUgyUpgnoreNGDUMHaQlPKZvPaLt1swu5GKKG/wot/xYsHFa+CN/+Nm7aCtg4sDDNvePsmSDhT2nW/rIXFpeWV1cKavb6xubXt7OzeqTiVFOo05rFsBkQBZwLqmmkOzUQCiQIOjWBwkfuNe5CKxeJWDxNoR6QnWJdRoo3UcY79AHpMZBSEBjmyS+QIX4k8Afg6DoHbPojwx+44RbfsjoHniTclRTRFreN8+mFM08jEKSdKtTw30e2MSM0oh5HtpwoSQgekBy1DBYlAtbPxWSN8aJQQd2NpntB4rP5OZCRSahgFZjIiuq9mvVz8z2ulunvWzphIUg2CThZ1U451jPOOcMgkUM2HhhAqmfkrpn0iCTUdKNuU4M2ePE/qlfJ52bupFKsn0zYKaB8doBLy0CmqoktUQ3VE0QN6Qi/o1Xq0nq03630yumBNM3voD6yPbyirnuo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o2Szy8fNwwReoGQS1SHGJHnc36Q=">AAACFXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WeNX1KOXxSLUgyUpgnoreNGDUMHaQlPKZvPaLt1swu5GKKG/wot/xYsHFa+CN/+Nm7aCtg4sDDNvePsmSDhT2nW/rIXFpeWV1cKavb6xubXt7OzeqTiVFOo05rFsBkQBZwLqmmkOzUQCiQIOjWBwkfuNe5CKxeJWDxNoR6QnWJdRoo3UcY79AHpMZBSEBjmyS+QIX4k8Afg6DoHbPojwx+44RbfsjoHniTclRTRFreN8+mFM08jEKSdKtTw30e2MSM0oh5HtpwoSQgekBy1DBYlAtbPxWSN8aJQQd2NpntB4rP5OZCRSahgFZjIiuq9mvVz8z2ulunvWzphIUg2CThZ1U451jPOOcMgkUM2HhhAqmfkrpn0iCTUdKNuU4M2ePE/qlfJ52bupFKsn0zYKaB8doBLy0CmqoktUQ3VE0QN6Qi/o1Xq0nq03630yumBNM3voD6yPbyirnuo=</latexit>

xt+1
<latexit sha1_base64="IXtyAj4NSaMyZwaxl3+fWOMNXZ8=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmkoN4KXjxWMLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnYgl9Ed48aDi1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/nZXVtfWNzdJWeXtnd2+/cnD4YJJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHN1O/9ci1EYm6x3HKg5gOlIgEo2il1lMvx3Nv0qtU3Zo7A1kmXkGqUKDZq3x1+wnLYq6QSWpMx3NTDHKqUTDJJ+VuZnhK2YgOeMdSRWNugnx27oScWqVPokTbUkhm6u+JnMbGjOPQdsYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Mo6sgFyrNkCs2XxRlkmBCpr+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjahsg3BW3x5mfgXteuad1evNupFGiU4hhM4Aw8uoQG30AQfGIzgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Zi3rjjFzBH8gfP5A3eEjyU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IXtyAj4NSaMyZwaxl3+fWOMNXZ8=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmkoN4KXjxWMLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnYgl9Ed48aDi1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/nZXVtfWNzdJWeXtnd2+/cnD4YJJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHN1O/9ci1EYm6x3HKg5gOlIgEo2il1lMvx3Nv0qtU3Zo7A1kmXkGqUKDZq3x1+wnLYq6QSWpMx3NTDHKqUTDJJ+VuZnhK2YgOeMdSRWNugnx27oScWqVPokTbUkhm6u+JnMbGjOPQdsYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Mo6sgFyrNkCs2XxRlkmBCpr+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjahsg3BW3x5mfgXteuad1evNupFGiU4hhM4Aw8uoQG30AQfGIzgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Zi3rjjFzBH8gfP5A3eEjyU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IXtyAj4NSaMyZwaxl3+fWOMNXZ8=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmkoN4KXjxWMLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnYgl9Ed48aDi1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/nZXVtfWNzdJWeXtnd2+/cnD4YJJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHN1O/9ci1EYm6x3HKg5gOlIgEo2il1lMvx3Nv0qtU3Zo7A1kmXkGqUKDZq3x1+wnLYq6QSWpMx3NTDHKqUTDJJ+VuZnhK2YgOeMdSRWNugnx27oScWqVPokTbUkhm6u+JnMbGjOPQdsYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Mo6sgFyrNkCs2XxRlkmBCpr+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjahsg3BW3x5mfgXteuad1evNupFGiU4hhM4Aw8uoQG30AQfGIzgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Zi3rjjFzBH8gfP5A3eEjyU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IXtyAj4NSaMyZwaxl3+fWOMNXZ8=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSIIQkmkoN4KXjxWMLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnYgl9Ed48aDi1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/nZXVtfWNzdJWeXtnd2+/cnD4YJJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHN1O/9ci1EYm6x3HKg5gOlIgEo2il1lMvx3Nv0qtU3Zo7A1kmXkGqUKDZq3x1+wnLYq6QSWpMx3NTDHKqUTDJJ+VuZnhK2YgOeMdSRWNugnx27oScWqVPokTbUkhm6u+JnMbGjOPQdsYUh2bRm4r/eZ0Mo6sgFyrNkCs2XxRlkmBCpr+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjahsg3BW3x5mfgXteuad1evNupFGiU4hhM4Aw8uoQG30AQfGIzgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Zi3rjjFzBH8gfP5A3eEjyU=</latexit>

Figure 3.1: The goal-conditioned skill policy (GSP) takes as input the current and goal
observations and outputs an action sequence that would lead to that goal. We compare the
performance of the following GSP models: (a) Simple inverse model; (b) Mutli-step GSP with
previous action history; (c) Mutli-step GSP with previous action history and a forward model
as regularizer, but no forward consistency; (d) Mutli-step GSP with forward consistency loss
proposed in this work.

non-trivial for downstream planning systems to be robust to such errors.
In this work, we follow [2, 63, 92] in pursuing an alternative paradigm, where an agent

explores the environment without any expert supervision and distills this exploration data
into goal-directed skills. These skills can then be used to imitate the visual demonstration
provided by the expert [77]. Here, by skill we mean a function that predicts the sequence of
actions to take the agent from the current observation to the goal. We call this function a
goal-conditioned skill policy (GSP). The GSP is learned in a self-supervised way by re-labeling
the states visited during the agent’s exploration of the environment as goals and the actions
executed by the agent as the prediction targets, similar to [2, 7]. During inference, given goal
observations from a demonstration, the GSP can infer how to reach these goals in turn from
the current observation, and thereby imitate the task step-by-step.

One critical challenge in learning the GSP is that, in general, there are multiple possible
ways of going from one state to another: that is, the distribution of trajectories between
states is multi-modal. We address this issue with our novel forward consistency loss based on
the intuition that, for most tasks, reaching the goal is more important than how it is reached.
To operationalize this, we first learn a forward model that predicts the next observation given
an action and a current observation. We use the difference in the output of the forward model
for the GSP-selected action and the ground truth next state to train the GSP. This loss has
the effect of making the GSP-predicted action consistent with the ground-truth action instead
of exactly matching the actions themselves, thus ensuring that actions that are different from
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the ground-truth—but lead to the same next state—are not inadvertently penalized. To
account for varying number of steps required to reach different goals, we propose to jointly
optimize the GSP with a goal recognizer that determines if the current goal has been satisfied.
See Figure 3.1 for a schematic illustration of the GSP architecture.

We call our method zero-shot because the agent never has access to expert actions,
neither during training of the GSP nor for task demonstration at inference. In contrast, most
recent work on one-shot imitation learning requires full knowledge of actions and a wealth of
expert demonstrations during training [27, 32]. In summary, we propose a method that (1)
does not require any extrinsic reward or expert supervision during learning, (2) only needs
demonstrations during inference, and (3) restricts demonstrations to visual observations alone
rather than full state-actions. Instead of learning by imitation, our agent learns to imitate.

We evaluate our zero-shot imitator on real-world robots for rope manipulation tasks
using a Baxter and office navigation using a TurtleBot. We show that the proposed forward
consistency loss improves the performance on the complex task of knot tying from 36%
to 60% accuracy. In navigation experiments, we steer a simple wheeled robot around
partially-observable office environments and show that the learned GSP generalizes to unseen
environments. Furthermore, using navigation experiments in VizDoom environment, we show
that (GSP) learned using curiosity-driven exploration [83, 100, 85] can more accurately follow
demonstrations as compared to using random exploration data for learning the GSP. Overall
our experiments show that the forward-consistent GSP can be used to imitate a variety of
tasks without making environment or task-specific assumptions.

3.2 Zero-Shot Visual Imitation

Let S : {x1, a1, x2, a2, ..., xT} be the sequence of observations and actions generated by the
agent as it explores its environment using the policy a = πE(s). This exploration data is used
to learn the goal-conditioned skill policy (GSP) π takes as input a pair of observations (xi, xg)
and outputs sequence of actions (⃗aτ : a1, a2...aK) required to reach the goal observation (xg)
from the current observation (xi).

a⃗τ = π(xi, xg; θπ) (3.1)

where states xi, xg are sampled from the S. The number of actions, K, is also inferred by the
model. We represent π by a deep network with parameters θπ in order to capture complex
mappings from visual observations (x) to actions. π can be thought of as a variable-step
generalization of the inverse dynamics model [52], or as the policy corresponding to a universal
value function [33, 99], with the difference that xg need not be the end goal of a task but can
also be an intermediate sub-goal.

Let the task to be imitated be provided as a sequence of images D : {xd
1, x

d
2, ..., x

d
N}

captured when the expert demonstrates the task. This sequence of images D could either
be temporally dense or sparse. Our agent uses the learned GSP π to imitate the sequence
of visual observations D starting from its initial state x0 by following actions predicted by
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π(x0, x
d
1; θπ). Let the observation after executing the predicted action be x′

0. Since multiple
actions might be required to reach close to xd

1, the agent queries a separate goal recognizer
network to ascertain if the current observation is close to the goal or not. If the answer is
negative, the agent executes the action a = π(x′

0, x
d
1; θπ). This process is repeated iteratively

until the goal recognizer outputs that agent is near the goal, or a maximum number of steps
are reached. Let the observation of the agent at this point be x̂1. After reaching close to the
first observation (xd

1) in the demonstration, the agent sets its goal as (xd
2) and repeats the

process. The agent stops when all observations in the demonstrations are processed.
Note that in the method of imitation described above, the expert is never required to

convey to the agent what actions it performed. In the following subsections we describe how
we learn the GSP, forward consistency loss, goal recognizer network and various baseline
methods.

Learning the Goal-conditioned Skill Policy (GSP)

We first describe the one-step version of GSP and then extend it to variable length multi-step
skills. One-step trajectories take the form of (xt, at, xt+1) and GSP, ât = π(xt, xt+1; θπ), is
trained by minimizing the standard cross-entropy loss L(at, ât),

L(at, ât) = p(at|xt, xt+1) log(ât) (3.2)

with respect to parameters θπ, where p and ât are the ground-truth and predicted action
distributions. While we do not have access to true p, we empirically approximate it using
samples from the distribution, at, that are executed by the agent during exploration. For
minimizing the cross-entropy loss, it is common to assume p as a delta function at at. However,
this assumption is notably violated if p is inherently multi-modal and high-dimensional. If
we optimize say a deep neural network assuming p to be a delta function, the same inputs
will be presented with different targets (due to multi-modality) leading to high-variance in
gradients which in turn would make learning challenging.

In our setup, such multi-modality can occur because multiple actions can lead the agent
to the same future observation from the initial observation. For instance, in navigation, if the
agent is stuck against a corner, turning or moving forward all collapse to the same effect. The
issue of multi-modality becomes more critical as the length of trajectories grow, because more
and more paths may take the agent from the initial observation to the goal observation given
more time. Furthermore, it would require many samples to even obtain a good empirical
estimate of a high-dimensional multi-modal action distribution p.

Forward Consistency Loss

One way to account for multi-modality is by employing the likes of variational auto-
encoders [54, 96]. However, in many practical situations it is not feasible to obtain ample
data for each mode. In this work, we propose an alternative based on the insight that in many
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scenarios, we only care about whether the agent reached the final state or not and the exact
trajectory is of lesser interest. Instead of penalizing the actions predicted by the GSP to match
the ground truth, we propose to learn the parameters of GSP by minimizing the distance
between observation x̂t+1 resulting by executing the predicted action ât = π(xt, xt+1; θπ) and
the observation xt+1, which is the result of executing the ground truth action at being used
to train the GSP. In this formulation, even if the predicted and ground-truth action are
different, the predicted action will not be penalized if it leads to the same next state as the
ground-truth action. While this formulation will not explicitly maintain all modes of the
action distribution, it will reduce the variance in gradients and thus help learning. We call
this penalty the forward consistency loss .

Note that it is not immediately obvious as to how to operationalize forward consistency
loss for two reasons: (a) we need the access to a good forward dynamics model that can
reliably predict the effect of an action (i.e., the next observation state) given the current
observation state, and (b) such a dynamics model should be differentiable in order to train
the GSP using the state prediction error. Both of these issues could be resolved if an analytic
formulation of forward dynamics is known.

In many scenarios of interest, especially if states are represented as images, an analytic
forward model is not available. In this work, we learn the forward dynamics f model from
the data, and is defined as x̃t+1 = f(xt, at; θf ). Let x̂t+1 = f(xt, ât; θf ) be the state prediction
for the action predicted by π. Because the forward model is not analytic and learned from
data, in general, there is no guarantee that x̃t+1 = x̂t+1, even though executing these two
actions, at, ât, in the real-world will have the same effect. In order to make the outcome of
action predicted by the GSP and the ground-truth action to be consistent with each other, we
include an additional term, ∥xt+1 − x̂t+1∥22 in our loss function and infer the parameters θf by
minimizing ∥xt+1 − x̃t+1∥22 + λ∥xt+1 − x̂t+1∥22, where λ is a scalar hyper-parameter. The first
term ensures that the learned forward model explains ground truth transitions (xt, at, xt+1)
collected by the agent and the second term ensures consistency. The joint objective for
training GSP with forward model consistency is:

min
θπ ,θf

∥xt+1 − x̃t+1∥22 + λ∥xt+1 − x̂t+1∥22 + L(at, ât) (3.3)

s.t. x̃t+1 = f(xt, at; θf )

x̂t+1 = f(xt, ât; θf )

ât = π(xt, xt+1; θπ)

Note that learning θπ, θf jointly from scratch is precarious, because the forward model f
might not be good in the beginning, and hence could make the gradient updates noisier for π.
To address this issue, we first pre-train the forward model with only the first term and GSP
separately by blocking the gradient flow and then fine-tune jointly.

Generalization to feature space dynamics Past work has shown that learning
forward dynamics in the feature space as opposed to raw observation space is more robust
and leads to better generalization [85, 2]. Following these works, we extend the GSP to make
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predictions in feature representation ϕ(xt), ϕ(xt+1) of the observations xt, xt+1 respectively
learned through the self-supervised task of action prediction. The forward consistency loss is
then computed by making predictions in this feature space ϕ instead of raw observations.
The optimization objective for feature space generalization with mutli-step objective is shown
in Equation (3.4).

Generalization to multi-step GSP We extend our one-step optimization to variable
length sequence of actions in a straightforward manner by having a multi-step GSP πm model
with a step-wise forward consistency loss. The GSP πm maintains an internal recurrent
memory of the system and outputs actions conditioned on current observation xt, starting
from xi to reach goal observation xT . The forward consistency loss is computed at each time
step, and jointly optimized with the action prediction loss over the whole trajectory. The
final multi-step objective with feature space dynamics is as follows:

min
θπ ,θf ,θϕ

t=T∑
t=i

(
∥ϕ(xt+1) − ϕ̃(xt+1)∥22 + λ∥ϕ(xt+1)− ϕ̂(xt+1)∥22 + L(at, ât)

)
(3.4)

s.t. ϕ̃(xt+1) = f(ϕ(xt), at; θf )

ϕ̂(xt+1) = f(ϕ(xt), ât; θf )

ât = π(ϕ(xt), ϕ(xT ); θπ)

where ϕ(.) is represented by a CNN with parameters θϕ. The number of steps taken by the
multi-step GSP πm to reach the goal at inference is variable depending on the decision of goal
recognizer; described in next subsection. Note that, in this objective, if ϕ is identity then the
dynamics simply reduces to modeling in raw observation space. We analyze feature space
prediction in VizDoom 3D navigation and stick to observation space in the rope manipulation
and the office navigation tasks.

The multi-step forward-consistent GSP πm is implemented using a recurrent network
which at every step takes as input the feature representation of the current (ϕ(xt)) state, goal
(ϕ(xT )) states, action at the previous time step (at−1) and the internal hidden representation
ht−1 of the recurrent units and predicts ât. Note that inputting the previous action to GSP πm

at each time step could be redundant given that hidden representation is already maintaining
a history of the trajectory. Nonetheless, it is helpful to explicitly model this history. This
formulation amounts to building an auto-regressive model of the joint action that estimates
probability P (at|x1, a1, ...at−1, xt, xg) at every time step. It is possible to further extend our
forward-consistent GSP πm to build multi-step forward model, but we leave that direction of
future work.

Goal Recognizer

We train a goal recognizer network to figure out if the current goal is reached and therefore
allow the agent to take variable numbers of steps between goals. Goal recognition is especially
critical when the agent has to transit through a sequence of intermediate goals, as is the
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case for visual imitation, as otherwise compounding error could quickly lead to divergence
from the demonstration. This recognition is simple given knowledge of the true physical
state, but difficult when working with visual observations. Aside from the usual challenges
of visual recognition, the dependence of observations on the agent’s own dynamics further
complicates goal recognition, as the same goal can appear different while moving forward or
turning during navigation.

We pose goal recognition as a binary classification problem that given an observation xi

and the goal xg infers if xi is close to xg or not. Lacking expert supervision of goals, we draw
goal observations at random from the agent’s experience during exploration, since they are
known to be feasible. For each such pseudo-goal, we consider observations that were only
a few actions away to be positives (i.e., close to the goal) and the remaining observations
that were more than a fixed number of actions (i.e., a margin) away as negatives. We
trained the goal classifier using the standard cross-entropy loss. Like the skill policy, our goal
recognizer is conditioned on the goal for generalization across goals. We found that training
an independent goal recognition network consistently outperformed the alternative approach
that augments the action space with a “stop” action. Making use of temporal proximity as
supervision has also been explored for feature learning in the concurrent work of [104].

Ablations and Baselines

Our proposed formulation of GSP composed of following components: (a) recurrent variable-
length skill policy network, (b) explicitly encoding previous action in the recurrence, (c) goal
recognizer, (d) forward consistency loss function, and (w) learning forward dynamics in the
feature space instead of raw observation space. We systematically ablate these components
of forward-consistent GSP, to quantitatively review the importance of each component and
then perform comparisons to the prior approaches that could be deployed for the task of
visual imitation.

The following methods will be evaluated and compared to in the subsequent experiments
section: (1) Classical methods: In visual navigation, we attempted to compare against the
state-of-the-art open source classical methods, namely, ORB-SLAM2 [75, 22] and Open-
SFM [71]. (2) Inverse Model: [77] leverage vanilla inverse dynamics to follow demonstration
in rope manipulation setup. We compare to their method in both visual navigation and
manipulation. (3) GSP-NoPrevAction-NoFwdConst is the ablation of our recurrent GSP
without previous action history and without forward consistency loss. (4) GSP-NoFwdConst
refers to our recurrent GSP with previous action history, but without forward consistency
objective. (5) GSP-FwdRegularizer refers to the model where forward prediction is only used
to regularize the features of GSP but has no role to play in the loss function of predicted
actions. The purpose of this variant is to particularly ablate the benefit of consistency loss
function with respect to just having forward model as feature regularizer. (6) GSP refers to
our complete method with all the components. We now discuss the experiments and evaluate
these baselines.
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(c) Manipulating rope into ‘S’ shape
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(b) Manipulating rope into tying a knot
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(a) Robotics Setup
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Baxter Robot

Camera to capture 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One end of the rope is fixed.

Figure 3.2: Qualitative visualization of results for rope manipulation task using Baxter robot.
(a) Our robotics system setup. (b) The sequence of human demonstration images provided
by the human during inference for the task of knot-tying (top row), and the sequences of
observation states reached by the robot while imitating the given demonstration (bottom
rows). (c) The sequence of human demonstration images and the ones reached by the robot
for the task of manipulating rope into ‘S’ shape. Our agent is able to successfully imitate the
demonstration.

3.3 Experiments

We evaluate our model by testing its performance on: rope manipulation using Baxter
robot, navigation of a wheeled robot in cluttered office environments, and simulated 3D
navigation. The key requirements of a good skill policy are that it should generalize to
unseen environments and new goals while staying robust to irrelevant distractors in the
observations. For rope manipulation, we evaluate generalization by testing the ability of the
robot to manipulate the rope into configurations such as knots that were not seen during
random exploration. For navigation, both real-world and simulation, we check generalization
by testing on a novel building/floor.
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Method Success %

Inverse Model [Nair et.al. 2017] 36% ± 9.6%
Forward-regularized GSP 44% ± 9.9%
Forward-consistent GSP [Ours] 60% ± 9.8%

Table 1: GSP trained using forward consistency loss, significantly outperforms the baseline GSP
model (i.e. inverse model only) at knot tying.

3.1 ROPE MANIPULATION

Manipulation of non-rigid and deformable objects, e.g., rope, is a challenging problem in robotics.
Even humans learn complex rope manipulation such as tying knots, either by observing an expert
perform it or by receiving explicit instructions. To test whether our agent could manipulate ropes
by simply observing a human, we use the data collected by Nair et al. (2017), where a Baxter robot
manipulated a rope kept on the table in front of it. During exploration, the robot interacts with the
rope by using a pick and place primitive that chooses a random point on the rope, and displaces it by
a randomly chosen length and direction. This process is repeated number of times to collect about
60K interaction pairs of the form (xt, at, xt+1) that are used to train the GSP.

During inference, our proposed approach is tasked to follow a visual demonstration provided by a
human expert for manipulating the rope into a complex ‘S’ shape and tying a knot. Our agent, Baxter
robot, only gets to observe the image sequence of intermediate states, as human manipulates the
rope, without any access to the corresponding actions. Note that the knot shape is never encountered
during the self-supervised data collection phase and therefore the learned GSP model would have to
generalize to be able to follow the human demonstration. More details follow in the supplementary
material, Section A.

Metric The performance of the model is evaluated by measuring the non-rigid registration cost
between the rope state achieved by the robot and the state demonstrated by the human at every step in
the demonstration. The matching cost is measured using the thin plate spline robust point matching
technique (TPS-RPM) described in (Chui & Rangarajan, 2003). While TPS-RPM provides a good
metric for measuring performance for constructing the ‘S’ shape, it is not an appropriate metric for
knots because the configuration of the rope in a knot is 3D due to intertwining of the rope, and fails
to find the correct point correspondences. We, therefore, use accuracy as the metric in knot tying
where the completion of successful knot is judged by human verification.

Visual Imitation We compare our approach to the previous best method of visual imitation that
deploys an inverse model which takes as input a pair of current and goal images to output the
desired action to reach goal (Nair et al., 2017). We re-implement the baseline and train in our setup
for a fair comparison. The comparison is performed apples-to-apples and the only difference is that
we deploy forward-consistency loss for our approach. The results in Figure 2 show that our method
significantly outperforms the baseline at task of manipulating the rope in the ‘S’ shape and achieves
an accuracy of 60% in comparison to 36% achieved by the baseline.

3.2 NAVIGATION IN INDOOR OFFICE ENVIRONMENTS

A natural way to instruct a robot to move in an indoor office environment is to ask it to go near
a certain location, such as, a refrigerator or a certain person’s office. Instead of using language to
command the robot, in this work, we communicate with the robot by either showing it a single image
of the goal, or a sequence of images leading to faraway goals. In both scenarios, the robot is required
to autonomously determine the motor commands for moving to the goal. We used TurtleBot2 for
navigation using an onboard camera for sensing RGB images. For learning the GSP, an automated
self-supervised scheme for data collection was devised that required no human supervision. The
robot collected number of trajectories that contain 230K interactions data, i.e. (xt, at, xt+1), from
two floors of a academic building in total. We then deployed the learned model on a separate floor of
a building with substantially different textures and furniture layout for performing visual imitation at
test time. The details of robotic setup, data collection and network architecture of GSP are described
in supplementary material, Section A.
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Figure 3.3: GSP trained using forward consistency loss significantly outperforms the baselines
at the task of (a) manipulating rope into ‘S’ shape as measured by TPS-RPM error and (b)
knot-tying where we report success rate with bootstrap standard deviation.

Rope Manipulation

Manipulation of non-rigid and deformable objects, e.g., rope, is a challenging problem in
robotics. Even humans learn complex rope manipulation such as tying knots, either by
observing an expert perform it or by receiving explicit instructions. We test whether our
agent could manipulate ropes by simply observing a human perform it. We use the data
collected by [77], where a Baxter robot manipulated a rope kept on the table in front of it.
During exploration, the robot interacts with the rope by using a pick and place primitive
that chooses a random point on the rope and displaces it by a randomly chosen length and
direction. This process is repeated a number of times to collect about 60K interaction pairs
of the form (xt, at, xt+1) that are used to train the GSP.

During inference, our proposed approach is tasked to follow a visual demonstration
provided by a human expert for manipulating the rope into a complex ‘S’ shape and tying
a knot. Our agent, Baxter robot, only gets to observe the image sequence of intermediate
states, as human manipulates the rope, without any access to the corresponding actions.
Note that the knot shape is never encountered during the self-supervised data collection
phase and therefore the learned GSP model would have to generalize to be able to follow the
human demonstration. More details follow in the supplementary material, Section A.

Metric The performance of the model is evaluated by measuring the non-rigid registration
cost between the rope state achieved by the robot and the state demonstrated by the human
at every step in the demonstration. The matching cost is measured using the thin plate
spline robust point matching technique (TPS-RPM) described in [21]. While TPS-RPM
provides a good metric for measuring performance for constructing the ‘S’ shape, it is not an
appropriate metric for knots because the configuration of the rope in a knot is 3D due to
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Figure 3.4: Visualization of the TurtleBot trajectory to reach a goal image (right) from the
initial image (top-left). Since the initial and goal image have no overlap, the robot first
explores the environment by turning in place. Once it detects overlap between its current
image and goal image (i.e. step 42 onward), it moves towards the goal. Note that we did not
explicitly train the robot to explore and such exploratory behavior naturally emerged from
the self-supervised learning.

intertwining of the rope, and it fails to find the correct point correspondences. We, therefore,
use success rate as the metric in knot tying where the completion of a successful knot is
judged by human verification.

Visual Imitation Qualitative examples of our agent trying to manipulate rope are
shown in Figure 3.2. We compare our approach to the baseline that deploys an inverse model
which takes as input a pair of current and goal images to output the desired action to reach
the goal [77]. We re-implement the baseline and train in our setup for a fair comparison. To
further ablate the importance of consistency loss, we compare to a baseline that just uses a
forward model as a regularizer of features. The results in Figure 3.3 show that our method
significantly outperforms the baseline at task of manipulating the rope in the ‘S’ shape and
achieves a success rate of 60% in comparison to 36% achieved by the baseline.

Navigation in Indoor Office Environments

A natural way to instruct a robot to move in an indoor office environment is to ask it to go
near a certain location, such as a refrigerator or a someone’s office. Instead of using language
to command the robot, in this work, we communicate with the robot by either showing it a
single image of the goal, or a sequence of images leading to faraway goals. In both scenarios,
the robot is required to autonomously determine the motor commands for moving to the goal.
We used TurtleBot2 for navigation using an onboard camera for sensing RGB images. For
learning the GSP, an automated self-supervised scheme for data collection was devised that
doesn’t require human supervision. The robot collected a number of navigation trajectories
from two floors of a academic building which in total contain 230K interactions data, i.e.
(xt, at, xt+1). We then deployed the learned model on a separate floor of a building with
substantially different textures and furniture layout for performing visual imitation at test
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Model Name Run Id-1 Run Id-2 Run Id-3 Run Id-4 Run Id-5 Run Id-6 Run Id-7 Run Id-8 Num Success

Random Search Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 0
Inverse Model [Nair et. al. 2017] Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 0

GSP-NoPrevAction-NoFwdConst 39 steps 34 steps Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail Fail 2
GSP-NoFwdConst 22 steps 22 steps 39 steps 48 steps Fail Fail Fail Fail 4

GSP (Ours) 119 steps 66 steps 144 steps 67 steps 51 steps Fail 100 steps Fail 6

Table 3.1: Quantitative evaluation of various methods on the task of navigating using a
single image of goal in an unseen environment. Each column represents a different run of our
system for a different initial/goal image pair. Our full GSP model takes longer to reach the
goal on average given a successful run but reaches the goal successfully at a much higher rate.

time. The details of the robotic setup, data collection, and network architecture of GSP are
described in supplementary material, Section A.

1) Goal Finding We first tested if the GSP learned by the TurtleBot can enable it
to find its way to a goal that is within the same room from just a single image of the goal.
To test the extrapolative generalization, we keep the Turtlebot approximately 20-30 steps
away from the target location in a way that current and goal observations have no overlap as
shown in Figure 3.4. We test the robot in an indoor office environment on a different floor
that it has never encountered before. We judge the robot to be successful if it stops close to
the goal and failure if it crashed into furniture or does not reach the goal within 200 steps.
Since the initial and goal images have no overlap, classical techniques such as structure from
motion that rely on feature matching cannot be used to infer the executed action. Therefore,
in order to reach the goal, the robot must explore its surroundings. We find that our GSP
model outperforms the baseline models in reaching the target location. Our model learns the
exploratory behavior of rotating in place until it encounters an overlap between its current
and goal image. Results are shown in Table 3.1 and videos are available at the website 1.

2) Visual Imitation In the previous paragraph, we saw that the robot can reach a goal
that’s within the same room. However, our agent is unable to reach far away goals such as
in other rooms using just a single image. In such scenarios, an expert might communicate
instructions like go to the door, turn right, go to the closest chair etc. Instead of language
instruction, in our setup we provide a sequence of landmark images to convey the same
high-level idea. These landmark images were captured from the robot’s camera as the expert
moved the robot from the start to a goal location. However, note that it is not necessary
for the expert to control the robot to capture the images because we don’t make use of the
expert’s actions, but only the images. Instead of providing the image after every action in the
demonstration, we only provided every fifth image. The rationale behind this choice is that
we want to sample the demonstration sparsely to minimize the agent’s reliance on the expert.
Such sub-sampling (as shown in Figure 3.5) provides an easy way to vary the complexity of
the task.

1https://pathak22.github.io/zeroshot-imitation/

https://pathak22.github.io/zeroshot-imitation/
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Robot WayPoint-1 Robot WayPoint-2 Robot WayPoint-3 Robot WayPoint-4 Robot WayPoint-5 Robot WayPoint-6Initial Robot Image

Figure 3.5: The performance of TurtleBot at following a visual demonstration given as
a sequence of images (top row). The TurtleBot is positioned in a manner such that the
first image in demonstration has no overlap with its current observation. Even under this
condition the robot is able to move close to the first demo image (shown as Robot WayPoint-1)
and then follow the provided demonstration until the end. This also exemplifies a failure
case for classical methods; there are no possible keypoint matches between WayPoint-1 and
WayPoint-2, and the initial observation is even farther from WayPoint-1.

We evaluate via multiple runs of two demonstrations, namely, maze demonstration where
the robot is supposed to navigate through a maze-like path and perturbed loop demonstration,
where the robot is supposed to make a complete loop as instructed by demonstration images.
The loop demonstration is longer and more difficult than the maze. We start the agent
from different starting locations and orientations with respect to that of demonstration.
Each orientation is initialized such that no part of the demonstration’s initial frame is
visible. Results are shown in Table 3.2. When we sample every frame, our method and
classical structure from motion can both be used to follow the demonstration. However,
at sub-sampling rate of five, SIFT-based feature matching approaches did not work and
ORBSLAM2 [75] failed to generate a map, whereas our method was successful. Notice
that providing sparse landmark images instead of dense video adds robustness to the visual
imitation task. In particular, consider the scenario in which the environment has changed
since the time the demonstration was recorded. By not requiring the agent to match every
demonstration image frame-by-frame, it becomes less sensitive to changes in the environment.

3D Navigation in VizDoom

We have evaluated our approach on real-robot scenarios thus far. To further analyze the
performance and robustness of our approach through large scale experiments, we setup the
same navigation task as described in previous subsection in a simulated VizDoom environment.
Our goal is to measure: (1) the robustness of each method with proper error bars, (2) the
role of initial self-supervised data collection for performance on visual imitation, (3) the
quantitative difference in modeling forward consistency loss in feature space in comparison to
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Maze Demonstration Loop Demonstration
Model Name Run-1 Run-2 Run-3 Run-1 Run-2 Run-3

SIFT 10% 5% 15% — — —
GSP-NoPrevAction-NoFwdConst 60% 70% 100% — — —
GSP-NoFwdConst 65% 90% 100% 0% 0% 0%

GSP (ours) 100% 60% 100% 0% 100% 100%

Table 3.2: Quantitative evaluation of TurtleBot’s performance at following visual demon-
strations in two scenarios: maze and the loop. We report the % of landmarks reached by
the agent across three runs of two different demonstrations. Results show that our method
outperforms the baselines. Note that 3 more trials of the loop demonstration were tested
under significantly different lighting conditions and neither model succeeded. Detailed results
are available in the supplementary materials.

raw visual space.
In VizDoom, we collect data by deploying two types of exploration methods: random

exploration and curiosity-driven exploration [85]. The hypothesis is that if the initial data
collected by the robot is driven by a better strategy than just random, this should eventually
help the agent follow long demonstrations better. Our environment consists of 2 maps in
total. We train on one map with 5 different starting positions for collecting exploration
data. For validation, we collect 5 human demonstrations in a map with the same layout
as in training but with different textures. For zero-shot generalization, we collect 5 human
demonstrations in a novel map layout with novel textures. Exact details for data collection
and training setup are in the supplementary, Section A.

Metric We report the median of maximum distance reached by the robot in following
the given sequence of demonstration images. The maximum distance reached is the distance
of farthest landmark point that the agent reaches contiguously, i.e., without missing any
intermediate landmarks. Measuring the farthest landmark reached does not capture how
efficiently it is reached. Hence, we further measure efficiency of the agent as the ratio of
number of steps taken by the agent to reach farthest contiguous landmark with respect to
the number of steps shown in human demonstrations.

Visual Imitation The task here is same as the one in real robot navigation where
the agent is shown a sparse sequence of images to imitate. The results are in Table 3.3.
We found that the exploration data collected via curiosity significantly improves the final
imitation performance across all methods including the baselines with respect to random
exploration. Our baseline GSP model with a forward regularizer instead of consistency loss
ends up overfitting to the training layout. In contrast, our forward-consistent GSP model
outperforms other methods in generalizing to new map with novel textures. This indicates
that the forward consistency is possibly doing more than just regularizing the policy features.
Training forward consistency loss in feature space further enhances the generalization even
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Same Map, Same Texture Same Map, Diff Texture Diff Map, Diff Texture
Model Name Median % Efficiency % Median % Efficiency % Median % Efficiency %

Random Exploration for Data Collection:

GSP-NoFwdConst 63.2 ± 5.7 36.4 ± 3.3 32.2 ± 0.7 28.9 ± 4.0 34.5 ± 0.6 23.1 ± 2.4
GSP (ours pixels) 62.2 ± 5.1 43.0 ± 2.6 32.4 ± 0.8 30.9 ± 2.9 35.4 ± 1.1 29.3 ± 3.9
GSP (ours features) 68.9 ± 6.9 53.9 ± 4.0 32.4 ± 0.7 47.4 ± 7.6 39.1 ± 2.0 30.4 ± 2.5

Curiosity-driven Exploration for Data Collection:

GSP-NoFwdConst 78.2 ± 2.3 63.0 ± 4.3 43.2 ± 2.6 33.9 ± 3.0 40.2 ± 4.0 27.3 ± 1.9
GSP-FwdRegularizer 78.4 ± 3.4 59.8 ± 4.1 50.6 ± 4.7 30.9 ± 3.0 37.9 ± 1.1 28.9 ± 1.7
GSP (ours pixels) 78.2 ± 3.4 65.2 ± 4.2 47.1 ± 4.7 32.4 ± 3.0 44.8 ± 4.0 29.5 ± 1.9
GSP (ours features) 78.2 ± 4.6 67.0 ± 3.3 49.4 ± 4.8 26.9 ± 1.5 47.1 ± 3.0 24.1 ± 1.7

Table 3.3: Quantitative evaluation of our proposed GSP and the baseline models at following
visual demonstrations in VizDoom 3D Navigation. Medians and 95% confidence intervals are
reported for demonstration completion and efficiency over 50 seeds and 5 human paths per
environment type.

when both pixel and feature space models perform similarly on training environment.

3.4 Related Work

Our work is closely related to imitation learning, but we address a different problem statement
that gives less supervision and requires generalization across tasks during inference.

Imitation Learning The two main threads of imitation learning are behavioral cloning [93,
8], which directly supervises the mapping of states to actions, and inverse reinforcement
learning [79, 1, 131, 63, 46], which recovers a reward function that makes the demonstration
optimal (or nearly optimal). Inverse RL is most commonly achieved with state-actions, and
is difficult to extend to fitting the reward to observations alone, though in principle state
occupancy could be sufficient. Recent work in imitation learning [27, 32, 41] can generalize
to novel goals, but require a wealth of demonstrations comprised of expert state-actions for
learning. Our approach does not require expert actions at all.

Visual Demonstration The common scenario in LfD is to assume full knowledge of
expert states and actions during demonstrations, but several works have focused on relaxing
this supervision to visual observations alone. [77] observe a sequence of images from the
expert demonstration for performing rope manipulations. [104, 103] imitate humans with
robots by self-supervised learning but require expert supervision at training time. Third
person imitation learning [112] and the concurrent work of imitation-from-observation [65]
learn to translate expert observations into agent observations such that they can do policy
optimization to minimize the distance between the agent trajectory and the translated
demonstration, but they require demonstrations for learning. Visual servoing is a standard
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problem in robotics [56] that seeks to take actions that align the agent’s observation with a
target configuration of carefully-designed visual features [125, 120] or raw pixel intensities [18].
Classical methods rely on fixed features or policies, but more recently end-to-end learning
has improved results [61, 62].

Forward/Inverse Dynamics and Consistency Numerous prior works, such as [119,
81, 28], have learned forward dynamics model for planning actions. The works of [52, 121, 2,
85] jointly learn forward and inverse dynamics model but do not optimize for consistency
between the forward and inverse dynamics. We empirically show that learning models by our
forward consistency loss significantly improves task performance. Enforcing consistency as a
meta-supervision has also been successful in finding visual correspondences [128] or unpaired
image translations [129].

Goal Conditioning By parameterizing the value or policy function with a goal, an
agent can learn and do multiple tasks. The idea of learning goal-conditioned policies has
been explored in [99, 2, 77, 7]. Similarly to hindsight experience replay [7] we draw goals
from experience, but our policy optimization has better sample efficiency through supervised
learning and dynamics modeling instead of reinforcement learning. Moreover, we work from
high-dimensional visual inputs instead of knowledge of the true states and do not make use
of a task reward during training. In our setting, all of the expert goals are followed zero-shot
since they are only revealed after learning.

3.5 Discussion

In this work, we presented a method for imitating expert demonstrations from visual ob-
servations alone. In contrast to most work in imitation learning, we never require access
to expert actions. The key idea is to learn a GSP using data collected by self-supervised
exploration. However, this limits the quality of the learned GSP as per the exploration data.
For instance, we deploy random exploration on our real-world navigation robot, which means
that it would almost never follow trajectories that go between rooms. Consequently, the
learned GSP is unable to navigate towards a goal image taken in another room without
requiring intermediate sub-goals. [85] show that the agent learns to move along corridors
and transition between rooms purely driven by curiosity in VizDoom. Training GSP on such
a structured data could equip the agent with more interesting search behaviors, e.g., going
across rooms to find a goal. In general, using better methods of exploration for training the
GSP could be a fruitful direction toward generalizing zeroshot imitation.

One limitation of our approach is that we require first-person view demonstrations.
Extension to third-person demonstrations [112, 65] would make the method applicable in
more general scenarios. Another limitation is that, in the current framework, it is implicitly
assumed that the statistics of visual observations when the expert demonstrates the task
and the agent follows it are similar. For e.g., when the expert performs a demonstration in
one setting, say in daylight and the agent needs to imitate say in the evening, the change in
the lighting conditions might result in worse performance. Making the GSP robust to such
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nuisance changes or other changes in environment by domain adaptation would be necessary
to scale the method to practical problems. Another thing to note is that, in the current
framework, we do not learn from expert demonstrations, but simply imitate them. It would
be interesting to investigate ways for an agent to learn from the expert to bias its exploration
to more useful parts of the environment.

While we used a sequence of images to provide a demonstration, our work makes no
image-specific assumptions and can be extended to using formal language for communicating
goals. For instance, after training the GSP, instead of transforming an image into features
ϕ as described in section 3.2, one could possibly learn a mapping to transform language
instructions into this feature space.
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Chapter 4

Leveraging Large Vision-Language
Models

4.1 Introduction

ZSRM Agent Env
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with goal text 1, …, n} Distill
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Actions
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Figure 4.1: Our method uses only goal text
from user and images from the environment at
training time. We train several agents on several
tasks and distill their policies into a single goal
text conditioned policy that can generalize to
new tasks with an unseen goal text description
in a zero-shot manner. We assume no access to
environment reward, state, demonstrations, or
goal images at either train or test time.

Previous efforts have explored image-based
goal specification, with significant successes
in visual navigation and manipulation tasks
[89, 78, 36, 111]. Yet existing image-based
goal specification paradigms are limited be-
cause they are typically limited to a particu-
lar scene instance in an environment, whereas
a semantic goal comprises multiple possible
scene configurations. Reinforcement learning
offers one of the most appealing premises in
the study of AI: from a reward signal alone,
algorithms which learn optimal policies that
maximize expected reward can learn to per-
form navigation, dexterous manipulation, and
host of other impactful tasks. However, dis-
covering or specifying a reward function for a
given task is often a very challenging problem,
especially when one is considering agents that
can learn from un-instrumented environments,
e.g., from raw image observations alone. We
wish to have an agent that can learn purely
from pixels, with no access to the underlying
state of the environment at any point during
learning or task execution. Achieving this goal
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without access to an instrumented reward function has been exceedingly challenging.
One can use image-based reward specification to cause a robot agent to navigate to a

particular chair next to a specific tall plant, but that agent may not always succeed at the
generic task of “go to a chair next to a tall flowering plant”: e.g., if the goal specification
image shows a red chair next to a plant with a yellow flower the agent may navigate away
from a scene with a blue chair next to a red flower, depending on the model’s underlying
image representation. To be sure that the true goal is properly specified irrespective of the
invariances of the model’s underlying perceptual representation, a user may have to provide
a set of goal image examples that cover the variation of the target concept, potentially a very
expensive undertaking to collect or generate.

We advocate semantic reward specification via grounded natural language, where a user
describes a goal configuration in the world using a natural language description referring
to entities in the world. This direction has long been a “holy grail” of AI research and
a presumed capability of AI science fiction—the ability to instruct a robot with natural
language—yet attempts have been limited by the state of the art in grounded language
perception. It also falls under the general umbrella of leveraging large-scale passive data to
bootstrap embodied learning, where we rely on language as a means to provide necessary
reward signal which might be missing in visual data alone.

Prior work has explored reward functions or policies that take natural language as for
goal description [82, 11, 127, 38, 35, 45, 106]. However, they rely on reward signals that have
access to state of the system or demonstrations of the task distribution they are training on.
There are works that use human videos to learn reward functions to train their agent [106,
105, 103], but they require a curated dataset of humans performing the tasks.

Recently however, the advent of large-scale multimodal training data together with large
capacity language and vision deep learning models has significantly advanced the state of
the art. A steady series of innovations have advanced grounded language modeling, from
early work on multimodal translation and fusion models [13, 94, 40], to large-scale joint
embedding models [34, 95], to the plethora of multimodal transformer models currently under
investigation [113, 67, 20, 48]. CLIP, in particular, demonstrated a transformative advance
on zero-shot object recognition [95].

One way to communicate text-based goal to a robot is by simply offering a description of
the goal configuration in natural language and using the CLIP embedding dot product with
an observed image to evaluate proximity to goal state. Surprisingly, this can work in simple
cases, for examples see the top example in figure 4.5. However, for more complex goals, such
as those involving spatial relationships, the simple solution has poor performance as shown
in the bottom example of figure 4.5.

To overcome these limitations and scale to complex manipulation tasks, we spatially
ground the natural language goal in the image. We factor ‘what’ vs ‘where/how’ aspects of
goal state, and offer a novel spatial-salience scheme to generate data using this factorization
(Figure 4.2 top). We argue that existing (e.g., CLIP-like) models can be used to ground
the what aspects of a goal quite effectively, including appropriate attribute and concept-
level generalization, while a separate where/how module can ground spatial relationship
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Figure 4.2: Our Zero-Shot Reward Model (ZSRM) is made by first generating spatial text labels
of random exploration collected images with random initial states of arm and objects. We train
ZSRM with the generated data in the same style of CLIP. We then use a discretized dot product of
current image observation embedding and goal text embedding as our zero-shot reward. We train an
agent via Reinforcement Learning with our reward model that is computed using only goal text and
current observation as input. We assume no access to environment reward, state, demonstrations,
or goal images at train or test time.

aspects of goal configuration. On this generated data, we first learn our Zero-Shot Reward
Model (ZSRM) and then use ZSRM to learn individual text-conditioned policies. Finally,
the individual task policies are distilled into a single goal-text-conditioned policy which is
multi-task in nature and can execute unseen tasks in a zero-shot fashion – from a natural
language description of task – without having to train a new policy for every new task.

4.2 Zero-Shot Reward Specification via Grounded

Natural Language

In our work we assume an agent only has access to a text description of the goal desired
by the user and image observations from the environment. At no point during training
or testing does the agent have access to demonstrations, goal images, or reward from the
environment. The agent only has access to a reward model that takes images and goal text
as input to provide progress towards goal text description with a reward score output. The
reward is then used to teach the agent how to achieve the goal described by the text with
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online reinforcement learning. Given these assumptions we will now describe how we provide
a zero-shot reward model by leveraging CLIP and how we learn a text conditioned policy
with this model.

Vanilla Dot-product Visuolinguistic Base Reward Model

Our base model is the most intuitive way to use the CLIP model to compute reward. Our
base model simply computes reward by taking a dot product between the goal text feature
and image observation feature through CLIP’s language and image encoders respectively:
rt = EI(It) · EL(g) A subset of tasks can be learned with this reward model. We visualize
the limits of this model on two tasks in Figure 4.5. One significant limitation of CLIP is that
it cannot distinguish spatial relationship of objects in images. This limits our base reward
model from being useful for tasks that have spatial goals. Our full zero-shot reward model
remedies this issue by leveraging CLIP in a very different way.

Spatially Grounded Visuolinguistic Zero-Shot Reward Model
(ZSRM)

Data Generation via CLIP-Saliency Phrase Grounding We use a simple method
that generates texts with spatial information for images using phrase grounding and spatial
relationship processing. We assume we have access to the noun phrases that will be used by
the user to specify their full goal text. Figure 4.2 illustrates how the object noun phrases are
passed through CLIP’s language encoder and the current image observation is passed through
CLIP’s image encoder. We use the language encodings as class embeddings of each object
noun phrase to perform a saliency analysis (using Grad-CAM [102]) on the image encoding
of the observation on the last convolutional layer (specifically, the ReLU layer of CLIP’s
ResNet-50 backbone). Saliency models such as Grad-CAM generally output a heatmap of
the features that indicate a class exists in the current image input. The state extractor in
Figure 4.2 computes the “state” of each object using the argmax of the saliency heatmap (see
Figure 4.3). Once we have the the object states (object pixel coordinates), we use the criteria
described in the next section to generate a full text description of the image describing the
spatial relationship between the objects. The images we use to label are randomly sampled
robot arm and object locations with random actions taken by the agent to move the arm.

Spatial Language Grounding Criteria We generate a spatial text label using the object
pixel coordinates of one or more camera views as input to match various criteria. The criteria
that matches our object state determines the text label of the image. The text labels used
are the simplest spatial descriptions we could think of. We did not engineer what text labels
to use.

Our spatial language grounding criteria is defined in Table 4.1. The first set (left of, right
of, on top of, below, and in between) assume coordinates in a front camera view and the
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semantics are defined in that camera view with positive y in the upward direction and positive
x in the right direction. The second set (in front of & behind) has access to a left camera
view with coordinate x2 pointing towards the right which is towards the front in the first
camera view and y2 pointing upward similar to the first camera view. The second camera is
needed to know if the object is placed in the front or behind another object correctly. The
third set (close to & inside of) require access to a front camera view with a 45◦ downward
tilt towards the ground. This camera view is needed to see if the object is getting closer to
another object in two orthogonal directions at once where as a left only or front view only
allows you to determine one dimension of closeness. For “inside of” a 45◦ camera helps the
agent see if the object is going inside another object without occlusion. The ϵ threshold for
“inside of” is much smaller than for “close to” since the centroid can come much closer when
an object goes inside a container object.

Spatial Language Label Label Grounding Criteria

Obj1 on the left of Obj2 O2
x > O1

x

Obj1 on the right of Obj2 O1
x > O2

x

Obj1 on top of Obj2 |O1
x −O2

x| < ϵ1 & O2
y < O1

y < O2
y + ϵ2

Obj1 below Obj2 |O1
x −O2

x| < ϵ1 & O1
y < O2

y < O1
y + ϵ2

Obj1 in between Obj2, Obj3 min(O2
x, O

3
x) < O1

x < max(O2
x, O

3
x)

Obj1 in front of Obj2 O1
x2 > O2

x2

Obj1 behind Obj2 O2
x2 > O1

x2

Obj1 close to Obj2 ∥O1
xy −O2

xy∥2 < ϵ

Obj1 inside of Obj2 ∥O1
xy −O2

xy∥2 < ϵ

Table 4.1: Spatial Language Grounding Criteria.

Full Reward Model Training and Us-
age After generating spatial language
labels for randomly collected images using
CLIP-saliency phrase grounding, we train
our full reward model similar to CLIP [95]
with the similar visuolinguistc contrastive
loss where the model essentially predicts
which caption matches which image in ev-
ery batch. The cosine similarity of the
image and text embeddings of the correct
pairs in the batch are maximized while
the cosine similarity of the embeddings
of the incorrect pairs are minimized. We
initialized our model with the pretrained
language and image encoders from CLIP.
This, what we call ‘full reward model’, is essentially same as the base reward model but now
it has been ”fine-tuned” with spatial-grounded text-image data generated automatically. To
prevent catastrophic forgetting and overfitting to just the new data, one could maintain a
distillation loss with respect to the old model. However, we found that training the model
from scratch on this new data to work well. Finally, the dot product of our new model can
directly be used as reward but we found thresholding the dot product to obtain binarized
reward to work better. In order to avoid engineering the threshold of our binarized reward we
computed the dot product of positive and negative goal texts and if the highest dot product
(argmax) was our positive goal text we output a reward of 1 and a reward of 0 otherwise. We
found this to give us the best results. This finetuned zero-shot reward model can be used for
a broad set of manipulation tasks to push or place objects to semantic locations which we
showcase in our results.
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Figure 4.3: a) Mask R-CNN object detection results b) Mask R-CNN detection results on far view
c) Mask R-CNN instance segmentation results on far view d) Grad-CAM result with ’red block’
text input (white being highest intensity) e) Grad-CAM result with ’yellow block’ text input (white
being highest intensity).

Language Conditioned Multi-task Policy

Now that we have a method for learning tasks in a zero-shot reward fashion, we would like to
be able to not require training a new policy for every new task and ideally have a language
conditioned multi-task policy that takes in the goal text description of an unseen task and
executes the task without needing any new samples from the environment.

To approach this goal, we first learn several tasks via reinforcement learning using our
zero-shot reward model. We then create a large dataset of the rollouts of those polices and
pair each trajectory with the goal text description of the tasks it was trained to learn. We
then use behavioral cloning (supervised learning for predicting actions) to learn a policy that
takes images and text goal task description as input and actions as target outputs. We use
CLIP’s language encoder as the text goal embedding that is fed to the multi-task policy. In
addition we use image augmentation techniques to aid behavioral cloning in learning more
robust policies.

4.3 Experiments

Phrase grounding and Base Zero-shot Reward Model Visualization

Object detectors are one way to extract object states for our spatial text generator, however,
they are usually not used off the shelf and need to be fine-tuned with in domain data. In
Figure 4.3, we show pretrained Mask R-CNN [43] outputs on different camera views for
the block stack environment. As you can see in the first two subfigures, the blocks are
not proposed as objects with Mask R-CNN from both far and close camera views. This is
a demonstration of the need for in-domain fine-tuning of object detectors to work in the
environment you want to use. Our Grad-CAM output from CLIP however, highlights exactly
the objects we are interested in from the object noun phrases that describes each object in
the last two subfigures. Another limitation with Mask R-CNN is that even if the object
proposals were good, it would not necessarily classify objects it has not been trained for and
therefore not output a filtered set of object proposals. In other words, we would not know
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Figure 4.5: We visualize the results of the base reward model which is a trivial dot product between
the goal language description and image observation. The top row (green box) displays a successful
utilization of the base reward model and the bottom row (red box) shows a failure case. The x-axis
represents image index.

which object is which if the detector hasn’t been trained with the label of objects we care
about.

Figure 4.4: We showcase our base re-
ward model trained policy in Double
Inverted Pendulum performing slightly
better than oracle reward. We average
our results over 3 seeds per task.

In Figure 4.5 we show what our base reward model
outputs on two goal descriptions: 1. inverted pendu-
lum 2. yellow object close to a blue object. For the
first goal description we observe that the dot product
increases as the pendulum becomes more inverted from
either side as desired. For the second goal description
we observe that as the blue object gets closer to the
yellow object the dot product increases except for the
closest image where it dips which results in an unde-
sired output. We observed this example and many
others that the base reward model is not sufficient for
recognizing object spatial relationships. The encoders
are good at identifying what objects are in the image
however, which is what we leverage to generate paired
language image data for our full reward model.
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Full Zero-shot Reward Model Results

In this section, we evaluate our full Zero-shot Reward Model on pushing, picking, and placing
manipulation tasks performed in a planar setup. We train each task using our full zero-shot
reward model output as reward for the PPO reinforcement learning algorithm [101]. We
then train for the same tasks with other types of reward functions as baselines or privileged
methods for comparison:

a) Oracle reward (privileged): this reward function has direct access to state to determine
task completion. In other words it uses true x,y,z spatial positions of the objects to determine
if the desired spatial relationship is reached and outputs 1 to the RL algorithm for every
timestep the conditions of the task are met.

b) VICE (privileged): VICE[36] is used as a privileged method that has access to task
goal image for comparison. We train the VICE reward model as a binary goal classifier that
is trained with true goal images of the task such as “red block on top of yellow block” as
positive images and images that aren’t in the correct goal configuration as negative images.
We discretize the model to output 1 if it determines the current image is positive and 0
otherwise.

c) Ours-base: Our base zero-shot reward model that uses the dot product between the
goal text feature and image observation feature of CLIP as reward.

d) Curiosity-RL [86, 17]: Curiosity is used as a baseline since it only has access to images
similar to our method for computing reward, but has only been successful for videogames such
as Atari and Mario or locomotion where exploring new states leads to progressing through
the task (going further in levels of game for example). It is less privileged however, in that it
does not use language input for task specification.

Environment Reward Details for Oracle Evaluation: The oracle reward function for
Double-Inverted-Pendulum is alive bonus minus distance penalty minus velocity penalty. The
oracle for SawyerSimRobot-Pushing is a sparse reward that outputs one when the centroid
distance between two pucks are below a threshold. The oracle reward for FetchSimRobot-
Stacking is a sparse reward that outputs one when a yellow block is within a horizontal and
vertical threshold distance of a red block. The oracle reward for FetchSimRobot-Placing
is a sparse reward that outputs one when a yellow block is correctly placed on the right
of a red block. See Figs. 4.3 & 4.5 for image observation examples of FetchSimRobot and
SawyerSimRobot.

In Figure 4.6 we show how our full reward model performs on three planar manipulation
tasks. We observe that our Full Reward Model performs as well as oracle reward and VICE
both of which are priviledged on SawyerSimRobot-Pushing (pushing a blue puck close to a
yellow puck), FetchSimRobot-Stacking (stacking a yellow block on top of a red block), and
FetchSimRobot-Placing (placing a yellow block on the right of a red block). For Curiosity-RL
we see that it learns the pushing pucks close together task but then starts learning separation
of the pucks which reemphasizes that curiosity is only useful for tasks where exploring new
dynamics leads to going farther in the task. Curiosity also has some trouble learning the
double inverted pendulum task because the dynamics of the pendulum swinging can be hard
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Figure 4.6: We showcase our Full Reward Model performing as well as oracle reward and VICE both
of which are priviledged on SawyerSimRobot-Pushing (pushing a blue puck close to a yellow puck),
FetchSimRobot-Stacking (stacking a yellow block on top of a red block), and FetchSimRobot-Placing
(placing a yellow block on the right of a red block). We average results over 3 seeds per task.
Oracle reward is privileged with true state information used to compute proximity to goal. VICE is
privileged with true goal images used to train its reward model in classifying observations as close
to goal or not.

to predict and therefore have misleading higher reward. Curiosity also does not learn the
other manipulation tasks (stacking and placing) as those are more complex tasks that are
harder to reach by exploration.

For Double inverted pendulum (Fig. 4.4) our base reward model does better than oracle
by chance which we speculate is because the oracle reward was originally designed for state
input and was not tuned for learning image to reward mapping. Our base reward model fails
for pushing, stacking, and placing, which take “an image of a yellow block on top of a red
block”, “an image of a yellow object close to a blue object”, and “an image of a yellow block
on the right of a red block” as language input for those tasks respectively.

Multi-task Policy Results

In order to avoid having to train a new policy for every new task we want to learn, we train
a multi-task policy with a set of training tasks and then show that it can generalize to a set
of unseen test tasks by leveraging CLIP’s language model to encode the goal text description
of the tasks as conditioning input to our multi-task policy.

In FetchSimRobot env, we train 18 tasks with PPO for 200K steps with our zero-shot
reward model described in the previous section and show generalization results for 18 unseen
test tasks by training a language conditioned policy with behavior cloning on rollouts of
the 18 training tasks. We collect 5000 steps (i.e., 50 trajectories) per task. We do this for
pickplace-left, pickplace-right, and stack tasks for different object combinations. The object
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Seen distribution Unseen distribution

train tasks test tasks train tasks test tasks

(episode reward stats) mean s.e. mean s.e. mean s.e. mean s.e.

No Conditioning 17.91 1.11 14.82 0.97 14.81 1.02 10.79 0.85

Primitive Code Cond. 26.71 1.23 17.20 1.03 17.03 1.07 11.74 0.87

Language Cond. 29.89 1.28 22.41 1.09 21.14 1.16 15.69 0.98

Table 4.2: Multi-task Policy Performance Results: We report multi-task average and standard
error performance across all 18 training tasks and all 18 test tasks (unseen object color in goal
text or image) for seen and unseen initial state distributions with no conditioning, primitive code
conditioning, and language conditioning. The values reported are the episode reward averaged across
50 seeds per task policy rollout. The tasks are robotic arm manipulation of objects to different
target semantic relationships of each other in the FetchSimRobot environment. While the policies
were trained using our full zero-shot reward model, the reward metric reported is oracle reward to
evaluate true performance.

training colors are red, green, and yellow, and the test color is blue. The multi-task policy has
never seen blue block in text input or image input. (There are 18 training tasks because there
are 3 relationship types and 6 different combinations of choosing two out of three training
colors where order matters. There are 18 test tasks because there are 3 relationship types
and 6 different combinations of pairing the test color to one of three training colors where
order matters.)

In evaluation, we average episode rewards over 50 seeds. We then average across all
training tasks to get the train metric and across all test tasks to get the test metric respectively.
We compare our language conditioned policy with a policy trained without task labels, and
one trained with a primitive code as the conditioning input. The latter baseline simply labels
the training tasks with integers 0 to 17. Since the Primitive code conditioned policy has only
been trained with primitive codes of the training tasks, when evaluating it for test tasks we
allow the policy to use CLIP’s language embedding to find the closest corresponding training
primitive code. This is done by comparing the text description embedding of all the training
tasks to the test task text description embedding and choosing the training task primitive
code corresponding to the smallest L2 distance.

We use the same oracle reward that has direct access to state in figure 4.6 to measure the
performance of our multi-task models. Every timestep the objects are in the correct target
text description the agent is rewarded 1 point. The objects never start in the correct target
state. Therefore it always takes several timesteps for the policy to move the objects to the
correct state. All episodes timeout after 100 timesteps or if one of the objects falls off the
table. In RL training and in policy rollout collection for behavior cloning each object has
a one block width of variation in starting point location. We tested the policies on same
distribution of start point variation interval (seen initial state distribution) and double the
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start point variation interval (unseen initial state distribution).
In Table 4.2 we see that no conditioning policy has the lowest performance as expected

since there is full ambiguity in what task to perform given only an image. However, since
the no conditioning policy has been trained across many different object colors going to
different target states it has learned general displacement of blocks to different semantic
locations randomly that can sometimes be moved to the correct semantic location by chance
during testing. For the training tasks it has higher performance than testing tasks since it
can memorize to execute some of the training tasks that have almost the exact same initial
states sampled during testing as those in the behavior cloning dataset and thereby execute
correctly as memorized. We observe that the primitive code conditioned policy has much
higher training performance than the no conditioning policy since it can disambiguate what
task it needs to execute.

We observe that the language conditioned policy performs significantly better on test tasks
than the primitive code conditioned policy since it can use the language embedding to infer the
target task determined by the goal text description. The primitive code conditioning policy
has access to the language embedding only to determine the closest training primitive code
to the target task description. It’s interesting to observe that the primitive code conditioning
performs better than no conditioning on the test tasks because the closest primitive code can
sometimes lead to a successful execution of the test task since it has some signal towards
the correct task. One such example is that the test goal description task of ”a blue block on
the right of a yellow block” is mapped to the primitive code of the training goal description
task of ”a red block on the right of a yellow block”. In Table 4.2 we also observe the same
trend in the policy performances in unseen intial state distribution: the no conditioning
policy performing the poorest on train and test tasks, the primitive code conditioned policy
performing significantly better on both, the language conditioned policy performing the best
at training and test tasks via its language structured specification of tasks.

We train the language conditioned policy with ResNet18 image encoding that is concate-
nated with CLIP language encoding both of which are pushed through an fc layer before
concatenation. The concatenated vector is then inserted into two fc layers before predicting
actions. The primitive code conditioned policy swaps the CLIP language encoding with an
integer from 0-17 representing the primitive code input. The no conditioned policy only has
two fc layers on top of the same image encoding as the other two policies. We apply an L2
regression loss on the output for predicting continuous actions (behavior cloning). The policy
is trained using Adam optimizer with AMS grad with learning rate of 1e-4. The images are
augmented with PyTorch RandomResizedCrop of 0.95 to 1.0 area and 0.98 to 1.02 aspect
ratio randomization and resized to original image dimensions of 128x128. All the policies are
trained for 300 epochs.
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4.4 Related Work:

Goal conditioned policies Goal conditioned policies allow a user to specify the agent’s
goal. States [99, 7] and Images [89, 78, 36, 111, 72] are one way of specifying goal. However,
they assume that the user has access to a photo or state of the completed task to give to
the agent. We assume no access to goal images or state and use language which provides a
natural form of supervision.

Goal text conditioned policies Several previous efforts train reward functions or policies
that take natural language as input for goal description [82, 11, 127, 38, 35, 45, 106]. They
all however rely on reward signals that have access to state of the system or demonstrations
of the task distribution they are training on.

Learning reward functions There are works that use human videos to learn reward
functions to train their agent with [105, 103, 106]. We however, don’t need a curated dataset
of humans performing the tasks we want our agent to train with. Having humans perform all
tasks we are interested in may not scale well with the amount of labor needed for recording
and curating those datasets. CLIP has the advantage of learning a caption model from 400
million image, text pairs from the publicly available sources on the internet WIT.

No Environment Reward There have been recent work on methods that use no reward
signal from the environment to train for specific tasks, for instance, curiosity [86], DIAYN
[30], intrinsic goals [78, 72], etc. These methods have different ways to go from self-directed
exploration to solving tasks at test time, and rely on reward function or goal images to be
given by the user. Such a signal could be unnatural and costly to obtain. Our method
however, can learn a subset of manipulation tasks by specifying end goal with language.

Utility of large vision language models in RL Recent works leverage CLIP to do
diverse manipulation tasks [109] and using GPT-3 to perform navigation [49]. However,
former has access to labeled expert demonstrations for training their policy and latter requires
predefined action primitives. We assume no access to demonstrations or goal images at
training or test time and operate with direct low-level actions.

4.5 Discussion

In this work, we presented a method for learning a set of object manipulation tasks without
access to state of the system by computing reward from pixels conditioned on text goal
description alone. Our method doesn’t use goal images or demonstrations at either training
time or test time. We devised a zero-shot reward model that leverages a language vision model
(CLIP) that has been trained on a very large dataset of captioned images on the internet
to compute progress (reward) towards a goal text description. We use this zeroshot-reward
model to collect data on many tasks to then supervise a language conditioned multi-task
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policy that can execute new tasks without need of extra training. There are many future
directions that can expand the abilities of our reward model such as taking into account pose
of objects and state of objects (such as closed door).

Finally we must address the ethical perils inherent in our leverage of models trained on
large-scale vision and language datasets. Such datasets are well known to suffer from dataset
bias that can cause failure or unintended harm [16]. While the near-term risks appear to be
limited with the robotic applications presently envisioned, practitioners should continuously
monitor systems for bias against underrepresented groups and ensure that robotic systems
work across all socioeconomic domains. Techniques for bias assessment and debiasing should
be employed whenever possible to ensure this remains the case.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis we discussed how to make multi-task policies more scalable by using cheaper
sources of supervision for learning new tasks and cheaper task specifications.

In Chapter 2 we discussed how we can reuse demonstrations for old tasks to learn new
tasks by segmenting those demonstrations into primitives and specifying new tasks with the
same primitive vocabulary. One limitation of this work is that primitive vocabularies can
be limiting in task expressivity in certain settings. Goal image or natural language task
specifications may provide better task expressivity in those settings.

In Chapter 3 we discussed how we can use self-supervised exploration data to learn goal
image conditioned recurrent multi-task policies via supervised learning where goal images,
actions, observations are sampled from the exploration data. One limitation of this work is
that long horizon tasks may be difficult to execute with goal images alone if the exploration
data hasn’t explored enough of the target task state space. Future work on more effective
self-supervised exploration methods can help alleviate this limitation.

In Chapter 4 we discussed how large vision-language models can be used to learn natural
language conditioned reward models to replace instrumented rewards or human scorers to
significantly decrease human labor needed for learning natural language specified multi-task
policies. One limitation of this work was that we were limited in the domain of tasks we were
able to solve partially due to the limited quality of complex text and image alignment in
current large vision-language models. Future work on higher quality text and image alignment
in these models can help enable solving more complex tasks with zero-shot reward models.

Future Directions There are two directions we strongly advocate for to help make mult-
task policies more scalable.

• Improving Exploration: Collecting self-supervised exploration is usually very cheap
and if desired target state distributions are visited during exploration frequently enough,
policies that can reach those target state distributions can be learned with minimal
human supervision. However, target state distributions for complex tasks occur rarely
or not at all with most current self-supervised exploration methods. Part of the problem
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is that in many settings exploring the entire state space is infeasible and target state
distributions are easily missed. One idea to improve desired state space coverage of
exploration methods is to guide and narrow the exploration with natural language as
in [74]. We think this is a promising direction for improving exploration methods.

• Improving Sim to Real Gap: If the Sim to Real Gap was completely solved,
several important obstacles can be significantly averted by training policies only in
simulation. First, in simulation since there is direct access to state, expensive reward
signal instrumentation can be avoided. Second, in the real world certain desired states
occur with low frequency without explicit engineering, but in simulation the environment
and agent can be set to desired tail distribution states. Lastly, in the real world data
sampling is limited to real-time data collection where as in simulation the only limitation
is compute availability for speeding up data sampling. Due to these advantages, we
strongly advocate research in this direction and fortunately there has been a lot of
promising recent work in this area [98, 117, 90, 58, 26].

These two directions are orthogonal because in high fidelity simulators we don’t have enough
compute to visit all possible states in complex environments and thereby require better
exploration methods to learn complex tasks in a scalable fashion. We are excited to see what
future research will accomplish in these directions.
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Appendix A

Chapter 2 Appendix

We evaluated our proposed approach across number of environments and tasks. In this section,
we provide additional details about the experimental task setup and hyperparameters.

Rope Manipuation

Robotic Setup Our setup of Baxter robot for rope manipulation task follows the one
described in [77]. We re-use the data that is collected by a Baxter robot interacting with a
rope kept on a table in front of it in a self-supervised manner, and consists of approximately
60K interaction pairs.

Implementation Details The base architecture for all the methods consists of a pre-
trained AlexNet, whose features are fed into a skill policy network that predicts the location
of grasp, direction of displacement, and the magnitude of displacement. For the forward
regularizer baseline, a forward model is trained to jointly regularize the AlexNet features
along with the skill policy network with loss weight of forward model set to 0.1. For our
proposed forward-consistent GSP, a forward consistency loss is then applied to the actions
predicted by the skill policy network. The forward consistency loss weight is set to 0.1. Since
this is a fully observed setup, we did not use recurrence in any of the skill policy networks.
All the models are optimized using Adam [53] with a learning rate of 1e− 4. For the first
40K iterations, the AlexNet weights were frozen, and then fine-tuned jointly with the later
layers.

Navigation in Indoor Office Environments

Robotic Setup We used the TurtleBot2 robot comprising of a wheeled Kobuki base and
an Orbbec Astra camera for capturing RGB images for all our experiments. The robot’s
action space had four discrete actions: move forward, turn left, turn right, and stand still
(i.e., no-op). The forward action is approximately 10cm forward translation and the turning
actions are approximately 14-18 degrees of rotation. These numbers vary due to the use
of velocity control. A powerful on-board laptop was used to process the images and infer
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Maze Runs - Optimal Steps: 100 Loop Runs - Optimal Steps: 85
Model Name Run-1 Run-2 Run-3 Run-1 Run-2 Run-3

SIFT 2/20 (10) 1/20 (9) 3/20 (38) — — —
GSP-NoPrevAction-NoFwdConst 12/20 (109) 14/20 (184) 20/20 (263) — — —
GSP-NoFwdConst 13/20 (147) 18/20 (325) 20/20 (166) 0/17 (0) 0/17 (0) 0/17 (0)

GSP (ours) 20/20 (353) 12/20 (194) 20/20 (168) 0/17 (0) 17/17 (243) 17/17 (165)

Table A.1: Quantitative evaluation of TurtleBot’s performance at following visual demon-
strations in two conditions: maze and the loop. The fraction denotes how many landmarks
it reaches out of the total number of landmarks in the full demonstration. The bracketed
number represents the number of actions the agent took to reach its farthest landmark.

the motor commands. Several modifications were made to the default TurtleBot setup: the
base’s batteries were replaced with longer lasting ones, and the default NVIDIA Jetson
TK1 embedded board was replaced with a more powerful GigaByte Aero laptop and an
accompanying portable charging power bank.

Self-supervised Data Collection We devised an automated self-supervised scheme for
data collection which does not require any human supervision. In our scheme, the robot first
samples one out of four actions and then the number of times to repeat the selected action
(i.e. action repeat). The no-op action is sampled with probability 0.05 and the other three
actions are sampled with equal probability. In case the no-op action is chosen, an action
repeat of {1, 2} steps is uniformly sampled. In case of other actions, an action repeat of 1-5
steps is randomly and uniformly chosen. The robot autonomously repeated this process and
collected 230K interactions from two floors of an academic building. If the robot crashes into
an object, it performs a reset maneuver by first moving backwards and then turning right/left
by a uniformly sampled angle between 90-270 degrees. A separate floor of the building with
substantially different furniture layout and visual textures is then used for testing the learned
model.

Implementation Details The data collected by self-supervised exploration is then
used to train our recurrent forward-consistent GSP. The base architecture of our model is
an ImageNet pre-trained ResNet-50 [42] network. Input are the images and output are the
actions of robot. The forward consistency model is first pre-trained and then fine-tuned
together end-to-end with the GSP. The loss weight of the forward model is 0.1, and the
objective is minimized using Adam [53] with learning rate of 5e− 4.

3D Navigation in VizDoom

Self-supervised Data Collection Our environment consists of two map. One map is used
for training and validation, with different textures for validation. Second map has different
textures than training and validation and is used for generalization experiments. For both
curiosity and random exploration, we collect a total of 1.5 million frames each with action
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Same Map, Same Texture Same Map, Diff Texture Diff Map, Diff Texture
Model Name Mean % Efficiency % Mean % Efficiency % Mean % Efficiency %

Random Exploration for Data Collection:

GSP-NoFwdConst 61.8 ± 0.9 60.4 ± 2.1 37.6 ± 0.7 68.6 ± 2.5 42.2 ± 0.8 50.6 ± 1.9
GSP (ours pixels) 61.0 ± 1.0 68.0 ± 2.2 38.1 ± 0.7 69.1 ± 2.5 40.3 ± 0.9 64.2 ± 2.3
GSP (ours features) 62.0 ± 1.0 75.8 ± 2.5 37.0 ± 0.7 87.1 ± 2.8 48.7 ± 0.9 52.5 ± 1.8

Curiosity-driven Exploration for Data Collection:

GSP-NoFwdConst 70.7 ± 0.9 66.9 ± 1.4 49.8 ± 0.8 55.8 ± 2.2 51.2 ± 1.0 39.5 ± 1.3
GSP-FwdRegularizer 70.6 ± 0.9 67.9 ± 1.6 51.9 ± 0.8 49.3 ± 1.6 48.3 ± 1.0 49.3 ± 1.8
GSP (ours pixels) 71.0 ± 0.9 73.1 ± 2.7 53.3 ± 0.9 53.4 ± 2.0 52.2 ± 1.0 44.0 ± 1.5
GSP (ours features) 68.8 ± 1.0 72.0 ± 1.7 53.2 ± 0.8 53.0 ± 2.3 52.8 ± 0.9 37.7 ± 1.3

Table A.2: Quantitative evaluation of our GSP and baselines at following visual demonstrations
in VizDoom 3D Navigation. Means and standard errors are reported for demonstration
completion and efficiency over 50 seeds and 5 human paths per environment type.

repeat of 4 collected in the standard DoomMyWayHome map used for training in [85]. ∼ 2
3
of

the data comes from random-room resets, and ∼ 1
3
of the data comes from a fixed-room reset

(i.e, room number 10). The curiosity policy was half sampled and half greedy with the exact
split being 40% greedy policy random-room reset, 25% sample policy random-room reset,
25% sample policy fixed-room reset, and 10% greedy policy fixed-room reset.

For each scenario, we collect 5 human demonstrations each and give every 10th frame as
input to the agent for the task of visual imitation. For each human path, we evaluate on 50
different seeds where the agent starts with a uniformly sampled orientation. We then get
the median across 250 (50x5) total runs for each type of environment and report median of
the percentage of the human path reached by the agent and how soon it got to that point
relative to the human.

In the main paper, we report median accuracy and the confidence interval for median 1.
Since the initial position of the agent is randomized in orientation compared to the one in
visual demonstration, the mean results suffer from high variance due to outliers. Hence,
median accuracy results in a more reliable metric. However, we report mean results in
Table A.2 for the completion.

Implementation Details All models were trained with batch size 64, Adam Solver
with 1e-4 learning rate, and landmark slices uniformly sampled between 5 to 15 action steps
for each batch. The observations are 42x42 resolution, grayscale images with only one-time
channel both for goal and current state. All models used the same goal recognizer that was
trained on the curiosity data. For selecting the hyper-parameters in forward regularizer,
pixel-based forward consistency, and feature-based forward consistency models, we selected
the best loss coefficient among {0.01, 0.05, 0.1} that achieved the highest median completion
on our validation environment which consisted of the training maps with novel textures.

1Formula for computing median confidence intervals: http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ich/

short-courses-events/about-stats-courses/stats-rm/Chapter_8_Content/confidence_interval_

single_median

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ich/short-courses-events/about-stats-courses/stats-rm/Chapter_8_Content/confidence_interval_single_median
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ich/short-courses-events/about-stats-courses/stats-rm/Chapter_8_Content/confidence_interval_single_median
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ich/short-courses-events/about-stats-courses/stats-rm/Chapter_8_Content/confidence_interval_single_median
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